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Ihe ldeological Struggle in the American left
An Editorial Article

At the very heart of scientifrc so-

cialism lies the Marxian doctrine
of the class struggle. Under capital-
ism, wrote Marx and Engels in the
Cotntnunist Manifesto: "Society as a

whole is more and more splitting uP

into two great hostile camps, into
two great classes directly facing
each other--hourgeoisie and prole-
tariat."

From this flows the fundamental
thesis which-runs like a red thread
through all of Marxist theory, and
which the Communist Manilesto
expresses in these words: "Of all
the classes that stand face to face
with the bourgeoisie today, the pro-
letariat alone is a really revolution-
ary class. The other classes decay-

and finally disappear in the face of
modern industry; the proletariat is

its special and essential product."
Indeid, other elements of capitalist
society-the various sections of the
middle strata-look not to the future
but to the past, excePt insofar as

they ally themselves with the work-
ing class and identify themselves

with its oudook.

In the form of the working class,

capitalism produces* its own grave-

diggers. The emancipation of the
working class is the task of the work-
ing class itself. The victory of so.

cialism is the victory of the working
class. In these and similar words,
this fundamental thesis repeatedly
appears in Marx's writings. And
from this it follows in turn that the
essential instrument of the fight for
socialism is the Marxist-Leninist
working-class political party, based
firmly on the concept of the work-
ing class as the bearer of the future.
This is the very ABC of Marxism-
of scientific socialism.

PETTY.BOURGEOIS SOCIALISM

Throughout ie existence, the
Marxist movement has had to con-
tend with the intrusion of bourgeois
ideology into its ranks in the form of
Right opportunism and revisionism
which seek, among other tlings, to
emasculate the Marxist theory of the
class struggle. But it has also had
to contend with another ideological
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current, appearing both within and
outside of its ranks, a current which
Marx originally termed "petty-bour-
geois socialism."

Its chief characteristics are the
following. First, it negates the lead-
ing role of the working class and
bases itself rather on the peasantry,
small business, middle-class profes-
sional and intellectual elements, ancl
similar groups. Second, it is markect
by ultra-Lef tism revolutionary
phrasemongering, romanticism r.'
a penchant for the violent and the
melodramatic. And third, it is high-
ly vacillating and unstable, display-
ing sharp ideological swings with
the ebb and flow of the class strlrg-
gle.

In the course of the past century
and a half, this trend, with its utop-
ian, romanticized approach to social-
ism, has manifested itself repeatedly
in a great variety of forms. Marx
himself waged an unceasing battle
from the very outset against the
petty,bourgeois socialism of Sismon-
di, and later, in the days of the
First International, against a relareo
trend-the anarchism of Bakunin.
Lenin's first great struggle in the
forging of the Bolshevik Party was
directed against the Russian Narod-
niks, who considered the peasantrl
as the revolutionary class and rir-
culed the idea that in industrially
backward Russia the proletariat
could lead the battle for socialism.

In later years, after the Octobe'
Revolution, Lenin was forced, in his

pamphlet "I-ft-Wing" Comrnu-
nistn: An Inlantile Disorder (Inter-
national Publishers, New York,
rg4o), to do hatde with what he <ir

scribed as "petty-bourgeois revolu-
tionariness, which smacks of, or bor-
rows something from, anarchism,
and which in all essentials falls short
of the conditions and requirements
of a sustained proletarian class strug-
gle." (p. r7.) He goes on to descr-ib,
it more fully in these words(pp.
q+8):

For Marxists it is well established
theoretically-and the experience of all
European revolutions and revolutionary
movements has fully confirmed it-
that the small proprietor, the small
master, who under capitalism sufiers
constant oppression and, very often, an
incredibly acute and rapid deterioration
in his conditions of life, ending in ruin,
easily goes to revolutionary extremes,
but is incapable of perseverance, organ-
ization, discipline and steadfastness.
The petty bourgeois, "driven to frenzy"
by the horrors of capitalism, is a social
phenomenon which, Iike anarchism, is
characteristic of all capitalist countries.
The instability of such revolutionari-
ness, its barrenness, its liabilty to be-
come swiftly transformed into sub,
mission, apathy, fantasy, and even a
"frenzied" infatuation with one or
another bourgeois ((fad"- all this is a
matter of common knowledge. But a
theoretical, abstract recognition of these
truths does not at all frei revolutionary
parties from old mistakes, which always
crop up at unexpected moments, in
a somewhat new form, in hitherto
rmknown vestments or surroundings,

in peculiar-more or less peculiar-
circumstances.

A NEW UPSURGE

Today a new risurgence of petty-
bourgeois radicalism is taking place
in the United States, expressed by a
nurnber of groups and individuals
who in this instance generally pre-
sent themselves under the banner of
Marxism. This modern manifesta-
tion has, to be sure certain features
peculiar to itself, but its essential as-

pects are those characteristic of the
phenomena in general.

In typical fashion, it rejects the
leading role of the working class in
the fight for socialism in the United
States (or even in all advanced capi-
talist countries). The grounds ofiered
for this contention vary, but the
principal argument is that the work-
ing class has become corrupted and
bourgeoisified in its thinking by the
relative afiluence provided from the
spoils of imperialist exploitation.
Hence, the argument goes, this class

as a whole is politically backward
and is dominated by a labor leader-
ship which is not only hackward
but downright reactionary in its po-
litical outlook. And hence, it is con-
cluded, it is primarily the radical
middle-class and intellectual elements
that must be relied upon to bear the
brunt of the struggle and eventu-
ally to bring the "backward" work-
ers up to their level.

This has given rise in recent years

to such developments as the move-
ment, centered in New York, to es-
tablish a new political party run-
ning candidates on a socialist plat-
form, without the participation of
labor-in fact, breaking with the
"hackward" masses of workers who
insisted on looking toward the
Democratic Party and its candidates
in the elections. The movement
proved to be rather shortJived.

The most explicit and theoretically
developed exposition of this view,
carrying it to its extreme, is that
presented by Paul M. Sweezy and
Paul A. Baran in two essays on
Marxism appearing in the Monthly
Reuieu of October, 1958. In "Marx-
ism: A Talk to Students," Sweezy
writes:

But what are the chances of a change
to a more rational society, a more
civilized society, a society of genuine
human solidarityl Marxism holds that
it can never be the result of mere
ideas or ideals. It must be the result
of human agency, and this means that
it can only be brought about by the
class or classes under capitalism who
bear the full brun of the irrationality
and cruelty of the system. Marx him-
self thought that this meant the workers
in the most advanced capitalist coun-
tries.

Alas, he was wrong. The advanced
countries managed to harness their
productivity to give the workers a
tolerable even if degraded life, and
they increasingly imposed the heaviest
burdens on the peoples of the colonies
and the raw-materials-producing back-
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ward countries. It was, indeed, at
least partly out of the surpluses
squeezed from these hapless victims
of capitalist imperialism that the work-
ers of the metropoli were provided with
thc living standands which kept them
from recognizing and revolting against
the inhuman standards of capitalist
civilization.

And so we come to the great parador
of the modern world: capitalism has so
poisoncd its immcdiate uictims as to
Paralyze them, and at the same time
it has awakened and set into motion
the vast masses of the backward coutn-
ries who now are the ones to bear
openly and undisguisedly the burdens
of the irrationalities of capitalism-
irrationalities which must be counted
in terms of wodd wars, depressions,
fascism. (Emphasis added.)

This is echoed by Baran ("Crisis
of Marxisml"), who says:

While it was thought earlier that peo-
ple would be incensed by injustice, in-
equality, and exploitation but would
be prevented temporarily from rising
against them by fear of divine or civil
opprobrium and punishment, under
monopoly capitalism they actually do
not understand and feel injustice, in-
equality, and exploitation as sach, ar.d
do not uarrt to struggle against them
but treat them as aspects of the natural
order of things. . . . (Fr"phasis in
originali)

The conclusion which Baran draws
from this is particularly noteworthy.
The prospects of socialism in the ad-
vanced capitalist countries, he asserts,
are poor indeed. But he adds:

. It would be parochial and myopic,
however, to judge the prospects of
socialism in the world solely on the
basis of the conditions prevailing in
the countries of monopoly capitalism.
It was Lenin's genius to havi recog-
nized 

_ 
that in the age of monopoly

capitalism and imperialism this func-
tion of leadership would be taken over
by the nations inhabiting the colonial,
depcndent and underdeveloped count-
ries. Bearing the brunt of the irration-
ality of the capitalist sysrem, not having
been exposed to the same extent as tlle
advanced capitalist countries to the
debilitating and demoralizing impact of
capitalist "culture" and bourgeoisi ideo-
logy, some of these nations hive already
revolted and others are revolting
against the irrationality of the capitalisi
order and now march at the head of
history's forward movement" Within
an historically short ,time it will be in
these countries that the tone of the
world's further development will be
set, while the countries of monopoly
capital will first lag behind and ihen
eventually be swayed by the force of
example and by the slow but irresistible
process of osmosis.

We shall not attempr at this point
to deal fully with the validity of this
estimate of the working class in the
countries of monopoly capitalism.
One may ask in prassing, however,
how does it square with the strength
of the Communist Parties in coun-
tries like France and Italy, and with
the fact that the great hulk of their
workers follow the lead of these
parties and no,t that of the Guy Mol-
lets and the Giuseppe Saragats?

THE IDEOLOGICAL STRUGGLE IN AMERICAN LEF-T

As for the United States, suffice
it here to point out that what Sweezy
and Baran have done is to take cer-
tain temporary features arising from
the special conditons created by
World War II and transform them
into eternal verities. These special
conditions, which once gave birth
in the minds of the monopolists
to dreams of an "American Cen-
turyr" have now come to an end.
Increasingly, the economy is beset

by stagnation and unemployment.
Increasingly, the world position of
American capitalism is deteriorating.
And with these developments, the
"hopelessness" of the American
working class is coming to an end.
Indications of this are already grow-
ing. The momentous struggle of the
Negro people for full equalitY,
motivated in large measure bY the
critical level of joblessness, are a har-
binger of things to come. So, too, are

theiharpening economic strupgles of
the working class.

Furthermore, the position ex-
pressed by Baran distorts Lenin's
views. What Lenin held, in opposi-
tion to the theoreticians of the Sec-

ond International, was that under
the conditions of imperialism it is

flo, flecessarily the most develoPed
capitalist countries which first come

to socialism. Rather, according to
the Leninist theory, it is those coun-
tries which constitute the weakest
links in the world chain of imperial-
ims. These may or rnay not be the
less developed countries. It is enough

to recall that a socialist revolution
took place in Germany in r9r8 and
that it was put down only by being
drowned in blood with the aid of
the Social Democrats. Or that at the
close of World War II the initial
course of political development in
France and Italy did not difier great-
ly from that in the Eastern Euro-
pean countries, btrt that the aid of
U.S. imperialism was sufficient to
enable the ruling class to turn the
tide in the former, whereas in the
latter the preponderant influence
was that of the Soviet Union.

What Baran has done is to per-
vert Lenin's well-founded thesis into
the erroneous one that it is necessar'

ily he colonial and dependent coun-
tries which assume leadership in the
world struggle for socialism-that
is, precisely those countries in which
thJ proletariat is comparatively small
and the peasantry and other PettY-
hourgeois elements predominate.
Moreover, it should be noted that the
revolt of these countries, world-shak-
ing as it is, has as its aim not social-

ism but national liberation, and for
virtually all of them socialism is still
a matter of the future.

AN IDEOI-OGY OF
CAPITULATION

Like its predecessors the present
trend is, as we shall see, also marked
by super-Leftism and by the reckless
hurling ahout of charges of revision-
ism and betrayal of the fight for so-
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cialism. But what is most important
to note at this point is that such
theories lead inevitably to a policy
of inactivity, of hopelessness, of ca-
pitulation. For if the working class
is hopelessly paralyzed, and if the
efiorts to build movements hased
on middle-class radicals yield minus-
cule results, what is there to be done
but to sit it out and wait for devel-
opments elsewhere?

Thus, this ideology ends by play-
ing into the hands of the ruling
class, which itself strives to main-
tain its rule by ceaselessly arguing
the uselessness of resistance. The re-
frain runs: "Maybe things are no,t
as good as they should he, but there
is really nothing you can do about
it. We are strong, you are weak.
Give up. You are wasting your time.
Your fellow man will nor support
you or even appreciate your efforts.
The workers are all corrupt and not
worth it. The people will not fight."
And so on.

To varying degrees, this ideologi-
cal DDT seeps into the fiher of the
people. Some of those poisoned by
it quietly give up the struggle and
withdraw. Others openly proclaim
their surrender and spin theories to
iustify it. Still others cloak it by
mouthing "revolutionary" phrases-
phrases which have no relationship
to the realities of the actual strug-
gle, which lead no one, and which
serve only to spread feelings of pessi-
mism and capitulation in the work-
ing-class movement. Their dogmatic

slogans are not intended to lead
people in struggle, but are designed
rather for the self-sarisfaction of a
sect which has withdrawn into a
shell and is critical of everyone but
itself, attributing its difficukies not
to its own dogmatism and sectarian-
ism but to the "b,ackwardness" of the
masses who do not respond to their
ahstract slogans. For these are people
who have lost contact with the ob
jective reality of the present, who are
incapable of assessing the forces in
volved in the current struggles, and
hence have lost confidence in their
ability to influence or change the
situation.

This defeatism leads in the direc-
tion of Trotskyism, which carries to
its extreme the cloaking of capitu-
lation and even support of reaition
in "revolutionary" phrases. Trotsky
was himself a classic example of this
outlook. After the people of Russia
had won state power in the Great
October Revolution and had set out
to establish a socialist society, he de-
clared that "to the proletariat, Soviet
power is too heavy a burden . . . we
have come too early . . . the Euro-
pean proletariat is more ripe for so-
cialism than we are." It was impos-
sible, he maintained, to build social-
ism in the Soviet Union alone;' it
would have to wait until the social-
ist revolution could be won on a
world scale. But the basic defeat,
ism he covered up with grandiose,
radical-sounding theories of "perma-
nent revolution." And today, alleged-
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ly in the name of fighting for social'
iim, Trotskyism advances the "the'
orv" that in the Soviet Union social-

isrir has sufiered a "bureaucratic dis-

tortion," and calls on the Soviet peo-

ple to correct this by nothing less

t}ran a revolt against its govern-

tnent. Here, truly, is "revolutionary"
phrasemongering in the service of
imperialist reaction

ULTRA-LEFTISM TODAY:
TT{E "MONTHLY REVIEW"

logical conclusion. And, as we shall

sce, they expose all the more clearly
thc capitulation which they really
espouse in the guise of "defending
Leninism."

The editorial abounds in sweePing

sEtements ofiered without substan-

tiation, of which the following is a

particularly glaring examPle:- Now along come the Chinese with

In recent months the ultra-Leftist
eleqrents have become increasingly
vocil, basing themselves more and
more frankly on the ideological posi-

tion of the Communist PartY ot
China, which lends suPport and en-

couragement to their own line. In
particular, the editors of the Month'
iy Reuieu, Leo Huberman and Paul
IrI. S*..ry, have come forward as

open spokesmen for the Chinese

o-osition, to which, in their "Revieu
of th. Month" in the May, 1963 is-

sue, they give virtually unqualified
support. In doing so, theY give ex-

prlision to their own ideological
vicwu, which they here carry to their

their overwhelming proof that Khrush-
chev's ideas and the political line he
bases on them are not Leninist at all....
If Khrushchev and his associates could
answer the Chinese and make out a

plausible case that they and not the
Chinese are the true interpreters of
Lenin, that would be one thing. . . .

But this would obviously be a hopeless
undertaking. . . . The result is a good
deal of misrepresentation and distor-
tion of the Chinese position.

In short, the Chinese position is in-
controvertible. The p,roof I The edi-
tors say so. Flence the opposition can
do no hetter than to engage in "mis-
representation and distortion." But
for this no documentation whatever
is presented; in fact, nowhere in the
editorial is the position of the Soviet
or other Communist Parties ever
quoted.

Other examples could be cited.
Ohviously, such unsubstantiated
slanders ofier no basis for serious
debate. Nevertheless, the editors
present their position clearly enough
on a number of key issues, certain
of which we propose to deal with
here.

ON PEACEFUL COEXISTEI.{CE
AND DISARMAMENT

The Chinese, say Huberman and
Sweezy, unquestionably stand for
peaceful coexistence. A socialist
country, the argument runs, has no
need of war. But imperialism hreeds
war, and the imperialists are there-
fore against peaceful coexistence. In
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proof, they cite the two world w;r
and the succession of local wars as

acts of aggression since World War
II. They conclude, with the Chinese,
that only after imperialism has been
overthrown, and oppression and ex-
ploitation abolished, "will it he pos-
sible to eliminate all wars and to
reach 'a world without war."' And
they add: "To helieve otherwise is
not Leninism but bourgeois paci-
6sm." Only if imperialism were to
change would this conclusion no
longer hold. And imperialism is not
changing.

On such grounds, they dismiss the
6ght for disarmament as something
unattainable and relegate it to the
status of a "propaganda weapon."
They add that "the Chinese evident-
ly helieve that to rely on disarma-
mentment aE a means o[ promoting
or insuring peace makes no sense.

The threat of war comes not from
armaments as such but from imperi-
alism and can be countered only
by fighting imperialism. Hence
where the Soviet lJnion's political
line centers on the struggle for peace

and disarmament, that of the Chinese
centers on the struggle against im-
perialism."

Further on they place as "the main
issue in the controversy-whether
the struggle for peace or the struggle
against imperialism should take pri-
ority.. . ." And th.y state: "Rea'l
peace will never be achieved, much
less guaranteed, as long as imperi-
alism exists."

All this may sound very "Lenin-
ist." But it evades the central point
at issug on which the real diflerence
between ourselves and the editors
rests, namely, the profound change
that has taken place in the relation-
ship of world forces. On this change,
itself the consequence of the momCn-
tous victories won in the struggle
against imperialism, they say noth-
mg.

We say, however, that the balance
has now tipped against the forces
of imperialism, that imperialism no
longer possesses the power that it
had in years past. It is this, and not
a belief that the leopard has changed
his spots, that underlies our conclu-
sions as to what is possible in this
historical epoch.

The change is demonstrated espe-
cially by the fact that imperialism
is no longer able to contain the
national liberation movement of the
colonial and dependent countries,
that in its aggressive acts the tide
has turned increasingly against it,
and that a large and growing num-
ber of these countries have been
able to win their independence in
a relatively peaceful manner in re-
cent years. This has been possible
because the struggles of the colonial
and dependent nations have been
taking place within the framework
of the emergence of a socialist sec-
tor of the world powerful enough
to relbufi imperialism.

No serious-minded person any-
where can now doubt that the vic-
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tory of the Cuban people was made
possible precisely lby this new rela-
tionship of forces. On this point,
Fidel Castro himself s,tates in his
Moscow speech ot May 23, ry6E
("Soviet-Cuban Solidarityi Political
Affairs, July, ry63):

How could our revolution, geographi-
cally so far away from the socialist
camp, withstand and survive under the
very nose of the most powerful im-
perialist countryl

Thc heroism of our people, its ex-
ceptional patriotic spirit, its readiness
to pay any price for the defcnse of
the revolution, would be insuficient if,
at the moment of the Cuban revolution,
there were no new objective conditions
in Latin America favoring the struggle
of the peoples for their liberation.

The Cuban revolution has once again
proved incontrovertibly that the balance
of forces is no longer in favor of the
impcrialist camp.

And further:

The might of the socialist camp
stays the hand of the lovers of military
gambles, guarantees peace and creates
the most favorable conditions for the
pcople's struggle against colonial and
imperialist oppression. The stronger
the unity of the Cbmmunist movement
the more powerful will this movement
be.

To oppose the fight for peace to
that against imperialism, as Huber-
man and Sweezy do, is to create a
false division. This may be the main
issue for them, but it is clearly not
the main issue for the world Marxist

movement. On the contrary, for the
latter the two struggles are inter-
related-parts of a single whole. On
the one hand, the nations now
achieving independence and those
who have lately won their fight
against imperialism are also one of
the strongest components of the
camp of world peace. On the other
hand, the editors' position is non-
sense in the face of the Soviet
IJnion's record of anti-imperialist
struggle over neady half a century.
There is no greater anti-imperialist
force on earth, and there is not a
single victory against imperialism
that has not had the assistance of the
Soviet Union throughout this period.

The alleged conflict exists only
in the minds of the editors; indeed,
they do not-nor can they-adduce
one case in which the fight for peace
has in any way been an dbstacle to
or watered down the giving of maxi-
mum support and aid, including
missiles, to the forces directly en-
gaged in the anti-imperialist strug-
gle. Rather, all experience shows that
the forces which are the main pillars
of the fight for world peace are at
the same time the strongest props
of the fight against imperialism. Nor
does the recent experience of the
Cuban people, as we shall shortly
see, ofler any exception to this.

When Huberman and Sweezy as-

sert that "real peace" is impossible
while imperialism exists, one may
in the context of the rest of the
editorial discount the word "real."
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What they are actually expressing
is their conviction that genuine
peaceful coexistence is unattainable,
that the struggle for world peace

as a realizable goal is useless-that
it is mere "bourgeois pacifism."
Flence the fight for disarmament
is dismissed as being equally point-
less. In fact, b,oth "peaceful coexist-
ence" and "disarmament" are re-
duced to propaganda slogans, de-
signed only to expose the evils of
imperialism.

They arrive at such conclusions, in
our opinion, because they deal with
these questions in terms of dogmatic
repetition of abstract generalities,
and as if nothing had changed sig-
nificantly since Lenin's day. We in-
sist, however, that it is necessary to
base oneself on analysis of the actual
world picture of today and the appli-
cation of Leninist principles to this
concrete realiry.

It is 'because such analysis leads
us to evaluate so highly the strength
of the socialist world, of the national
liheration movement, and of the
working people of the developbd
capitalist countries, including the
American people here in the citadel
of world imperialism, that we reach
quite difierent conclusions. It is this
which causes us to assert that it is
now possible for the first time-with
struggle and sacrifice, to ,be sure-
to ddeat the imperialists and their
war plans, and in the process to
end colonialism and continue the on-
ward march of world socialism.

We say it is possible to stay the
hand of imperialisrn from plunging
the world into nuclear war, and
further that it can be compelled to
hold down its use of the weapons
of war to a minimum. More, we be-
lieve that as this process develops
and as the scales continue to tip
against imperialism, there will come
a time when, even with capitalism
still existing in part of the world,
the overweighing strength of the so-

cialist world will make it possible
to eliminate war altogether.

Huberman and Sweezy, however,
evidently do not share this confi-
dence in the strength of the forces
aligned against imperialism and war,
but continue to see imperialism as

it was years ago-the unchallenge-
able ruler of the world. The inevi-
tahle pracrical consequence of such
an overesitimation of the power of
imperialism is to downgrade the
struggles for peace and disarmament,
to withdraw from them as having
unrealistic aims, and to counsel a
policy of inaction with regard to
these growing mass movements.

We, on the other hand, see these
es struggles through which the peo-
ple will throw their weight against
imperialism and war, and in the
course of which they will learn the
facts of life regarding imperialism,
regarding capitalism and socialism.
They will be able to learn these
facts because we Marxists who be-
lieve in these movements will be
there, in the thick of the battles,
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to indicate these basic lessons.

THE CUBAN CRISIS

The editors'defense of the Chinese
attitude in the Cuban crisis of last
October is an especially striking ex-
ample of indulgence in irresponsible
Leftist romanticism. They state :

. In the first place, they (the
Chinese) were strongly opposed to the
introduction of missiles into Cuba; in
their view, it was an adventurist act
which simply played into the hands of
the United States imperialists. The real
deterrents to a U.S. attack on Cuba
must be the will of the Cuban people
to figh,t to the death, the condemnation
of world opinion, the wrath of Latin
Americal and with respect to these
deterrents the missiles could not but do
more harm than good. In the second
place, the Chinese were definitely not
opposed to removing the missiles. What
they wcre against was removing the
missiles without consulting the Cubans,
and agreeing to unilateral inspection
by the UN-in short, they were against
making a deal with imperialism at the
expense of another nation's sovereignty
. . . . it is clear that if Mao had been
in Khrushchev's place there would
have been no missile crisis to begin
with, and the Cuban crisis, if it had
occurred, would have taken a quite
different form.

Here the Soviet Union is charged
with an adventurist action which
provoked the crisis. Such a charge
can be made at all only if one re-
jects, as Eluberman and Sweezy ap-
parently do, the now accepted fact
that U.S. imperialism was preparing

to invade Cuba, and that the Cuban
government, aware of this, had
asked for and received the aid in
question from the Soviet Union. The
cause of the crisis, therefore, was the
threat of imperialist aggression, not
Soviet provocation. To assert other-
wise in the face of these facts is
sheer slander.

As to why the missiles were placed,
here is the Soviet explanation as
presented in the recent open letter
of the Central Cornmittee o{ the
CPSU (New Yorft Times, July 16,

rytu):

Curses and warnings-rven if they
are called "serious warnings" and are
repeated two and a half hundred times
over-have no effect on the imperialists.

Proceeding from the need for de-
fending the Cuban Revolution, the
Soviet Government and the Govern-
ment of Cuba reached agreement on
the delivery of missiles to Cuba, .be-

cause this was the only efiective way of
preventing aggression on the part of
American imperialism.

The delivery of the missiles to Cuba
signified that an attack on her would
meet resolu e rebuff, with the employ-
ment of rocket weapons against the
organizers of the aggression. Such a
resolute step on the part of the Soviet
Union and Cuba was a shock to the
American imperialists, who felt for
the first time in their his ory that in
case they undertook an armed invasion
on Cuba, a shattering retaliatory blow
would be dealt on their own territory.

Far from engaging in adventurism
and capitulation to imperialism,
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thercfore, the Soviet Union and
Cuba took courageous action-the
only kind of action which imperial-
ism understands. And far from
"making a deal with imperialism
at the expense of another nation's
sovereignty," the Soviet lJnion came
to the aid of the Cu,ban people at
great risk to itself. This is acknowl-
edged by Castro in the Moscow
speech cited above in these words:

All honor to a country which, to
dcfend a small country many thousands
of miles away put on the scales of
thermonuclear war the well-being it
achieved in 45 years of creative labor
and at the cost of tremendous sacrifices!
The Soviet country, which in the
course of the Great Patriotic War
against fascism lost more lives defend-
ing its right o exist than there are
people in Cuba, did not hesitate to
take the risk of involving itself in a

difficult war to defend our small coun-
try. History has never known such
solidarity. This is true international-
ism! This is communism!

In the face of all this, to infer
that the Soviet action was provoca,
tive is simply to twist the facts.
Furthermore, to assert that "if Mao
had been in Khrushchev's place
there would have lbeen no missile
crisis to begin with" is to infer that
Mao would not have come to the
aid of Cuba, and thus to slander the
Chinese as well as the Soviet and
Cuban leaders. In this connection,
it is false to assert that the Chinese
were strongly opposed to the placing

of missiles in Cuba. They never
made such a claim. What they did
say was merely that they were not
asked and therefore did not suggest
putting them there.

The fact is that the Soviet action
did save Cuba frorn imminent in-
vasion and has left the Cuban people
free to continue building socialism,
at least for the present. Apparently
Huberman and Sweezy would have
preferred to leave the Cuban people
"to fight to the deathr" which may
have its romantic aspects but is
hardly a way to preserve Cuban so.
cialism. Rather, is not this capitula-
tion to imperialisml And do not
the editors belie their loudly pro-
claimed anti-imperialism when they
blatantly point an accusing finger at
the socialist forces and overlook the
real culprit-U.S. imperialisml

ON REVISIONISM

Having embarked on their cru-
sade to save Marxism-Leninism from
the revisionists, Huberman and
Sweezy then proceed to discard
Lenin's theory of revisionism and
to substitute one of their own mak-
ing---one which better fits their own
preconceived notions on the working
class.

The source of revisionism is not,
as- I enin maintained, an aristocracy
of labor created by bribing part of
the working class in the imperialist
countries with the spoils of imperi-
alist exploitation; rather, it is the
entire working class that is thus

bribed and corrupted. Hence the
policies of the Communist parties
in these countries never worked, be-
cause "the Social Democrats and
not the Communists expressed what
the workers themselves felt to be
their real interests." The editors
continue;

The workers, in other words, were
not revolutionaries a hcart, and no
amount of exhortation by the Com-
munists could turn them into revolu-
tionaries. Gradually, the Communist
parties, though continuing to use
revolutionary phraseology, adjusted
themselves to this fact, becoming in
fact reformist parties much like the
Social Democrats. What is happening
now, with Togliatti and the Italian CP
in the lead, is simply tha,t the Com-
munist parties of the advanced capi-
talist countries are taking the last step
along this road by openly embracing
a rcformist ideology.

With this, the ideas originally ex-
pounded by Sweezy and Baran are

extended to their ultimate limit: the
Communist parties of the advanced
capitalist countries can attract the
workers only by becoming reformist.
But for this fatalistic theory of im-
perialist omnipotence no proof is
offered. There is no serious analysis
of actual working-class struggles, of
their relationship to the fight for
socialism, or of the role of the Com-
munist parties in them. There is

simply the bald assertion, presum-
ably on the grounds that the workers
do not take to the streets to shout

"revolution." Nor do the editors
trouble to explain the bitter hos-
tility of Social Democracy every-
where to the Communist parties as

well as to the Soviet Union.
But they go further. In their eyes,

the CPSU is the most revisionist of
all. "After all," they write, "the
fountainhead of 'modern revisionism'
is not Togliatti, nor is it Tito, even
if the Chinese often accord the latter
pride of place; it is Khrushchev and
his fellowJeaders of the Communist
Party of thc Soviet lJnion." But
here, they argue, Lenin's theory of
the intrusion of bourgeois ideology
among the workers through a labor
aristocracy becomes irrelevant.

And so they concoct their own ex-
planation: "The most plausible
answer seems to be that the Soviet
people are no more revolutionary
than the workers of the advanced
capitalist countries, though for dif-
ferent reasons. It is not that they
have shared as junior partners in
the exploitation of a dependent em-
pire, but rather that they have al-
ready made their revolution....
Marxism-Leninism is in its essence,
as the Chinese insist, a revolutionary
doctrine addressed to the oppressed
and exploited of the world. How can
it be expected to appeal to people
who are not oppressed or exploited
and who have no need of a revolu-
tion l"

With this, they reach the very
height of absurdity: revisionism is
caused by the successful building of
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socialism, and people who have
achieved this are incapable of being
Marxist-Leninists! In pronouncing
this arrogant judgment from thE
comfort of their editorial offices, they
not only ignore the enormous sacri-
fices already made by the Soviet peo-
ple and their readiness to sacrifice
further to preserve their gains, but
more important still, they ignore the
fact that the Soviet Union is now
embarked on the most revolutionary
transformation of society of all time

-the transition to communism. And
this, if you please, through the ap-
plication of the very Marxism-
Leninism they are supposed to have
abandoned.

But having written off with one
sweep of the typewriter, both the
working class of the advanced capi-
talist countries and the Soviet people,
and having revised Marx and Lenin
to make the peoples of the less de-
veloped countries the only real revo-
lutionary force, our theoreticians
find themselves faced with a Hob.
son's choice. The Communist parties
in the advanced capitalist countries
"either have to adopt policies which
are acceptab,le to their own workers
or else go into the political wilder-
ness, perhaps for a long time. It
can be argued, and we think cor-
rectly, that it is better to take the
latter course, to begin now to pre-
pare for the day when imperialism
in decline once again creates the
conditions for vigorous revolutionary
movements in even the richest

capitalist countries."
If the Communist parties in ques-

tion reject this ultimatum, the sen-
tence is prepared. They are con.
demned as "revisionists and re-
formists."

Once again, the ideology of capitu-
lation is brought to its logical con-
clusion. Withdraw from the strug-
gle. Run for the wilderness. Stay
away from the workers lest you be
contaminated. Forget these "junior
partners of exploitation." Forget
their struggles, their strikes, their or-
ganizing drives. Fdrget the five mil-
lion of them who are unemployed
and their growing displacement by
automation. Retire and wait for the
day "when imperialism is in decline
once again." Such is their defeatist
advice.

But imperialism already is in de-
cline and has been declining for some
time. The rise of the socialist world
and the newly independent coun-
tries takes place precisely hecause
imperialism is being pushed out of
the picture. This is the kernel of
any political assessment of this
period.

The idea that a working-class party
can go to the "wilderness" and wait
for the opportune moment betrays
a Iack of Marxian understanding of
the processes of the class struggle
and of how the working class moves
from the struggle for reforms to-
ward the socialist solution of its
problems. Workers do not arrive at
socialist convictions through abstract

arguments about the virtues of so-

cialism, no matter how brilliant. On
t}te contrary, such arguments make
sense only when they are engaged

in the struggle for reforms. This
struggle also provides another in-
dispensable prerequisite of a success-

ful socialist revolution, namely con-

fidence in organization-in their
ability to organize and lead in strug-
gle not only the working class but
the people as a whole.

The essential medium for the de-

velopment of such confidence is the
working-class Marxist-Leninist poli-
tical party. But Huberman and
Sweezy have argued for years that
there is no need of such a Party.
They have even attempted to twist
the recent history of Cuba to down-
grade the role of the working class

and to sustain this thesis. The con-

cept of the Marxist-Leninist party
is the very essence of Leninism, how-
ever, and its negation is the very
essence of revisionism.

These editors are not an active
part of any organized movement or
struggle. They confine themselves
to writing, lecturing and publishing.
They do not know the American
working class, and apparently feel
Iittle responsibility toward it, for
their magazine deals only infre-
quendy with it and its struggles.
They could well pro6t from some
contamination by it.

Their isolation from active strug-
gle and the working class has

brought them to a position, if pur-
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sued, that leads in the direction of
open anti-Sovietism and which, re-
gardless of their intent, can only
give comfort to the forces of reaction
in our country who seek the destruc-
tion of both the Soviet Union and
the American Communist Party.

THE ULTRA.LEFTISM OF
GENOVESE

We wish to touch also on one
other recent Leftist attack, contained
in a review of Herbert Aptheker's
book, American Foreign Policy and
the Co'ld Wdr, by E;ugene D. Geno-
vese ("Dr. Heibert Aptheker's Re-
treat from Marxismr" Science and
Society, Spring, ry63). Like the
editors of the Monthly Reuieat,
Genovese also expresses a pessimism
and negativism cloaked in Leftist
language.

Consider, for example, his ap-
proach to the peace movement:

. . . one wonders how Aptheker sees

a successful peace movement emerging
without a sound critical estima e of
the nature of imperialism. Only a well-
developed socialist party could' provide
such an estimate and offer the neces-
sary ideological guidance to a broad
anti-war movement. If Aptheker thinks
that a successful peace movement can
be built without an understanding of
the nature of imperialism and the
sources of the war danger or if he
believes that it can acquire that under-
standing spontaneously, he ought to say
so and ought to explain how this view
is compatible with the Leninism he
professes.
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But this is standing the question
on its head. Genovese places "a
sound critical estimate of the nature
of imperialism" as the condition for
building the peace movement, where-
as in actuality the relationship is
the reverse. How can a movement
against imperialism itself be brought
into existence without first building
movements against those particular
evils of imperialism-wars, exploi-
tation, enslavement of nations-
which people already recognizel To
moYe people against imperialism
means in the first place to move
them against its concrete manifesta-
tions. It is only when they are thus
in motion that it becomes possib,le
efiectively to point out to them the
source of these manifestations.

Nowhere have people moved into
struggle under the dbstract slogan
of anti-imperialism. The peace move-
ment will learn about the source of
the war danger, 6rst, because the
process of struggle will bring them
closer to the root cause, and second,
because we Marxists will be in these
suuggles with them and in a posi-
tion to po.int out the lessons of
their experiences.

How does Genovese propose to
accomplish the task? By rejecting
the peace movement as it exists be-
cause it does not have on its banners
the slogan of anti-imperialisml By
trying to set up a sectarian peace

organization which does accept such
a slogan and excludes the broad
forces who are for peace but do not

yet fully understand the source of
the war danger ? Or by armchair dis-
cussions of the bac,kwardness of
existing peace organizations I Clearly,
such an approach leads nowhere ex-
cept to removing oneself from the
fight for peace.

Equally revealing are Genovese's
remarks on the efiects of nuclear
war:

Does Aptheker mean that if several
hundred million people were to be
killcd, one of the two social systcms
would not emerge victoriousl If so,
he is talking nonsense, for even the
destruction of the United States, the
Soviet Union, Wcstern Europc, and
much of China wold not preclude the
victory of 'the socialist forces across
Latin America, Southern Asia, and
Africa. In Aptheker's terms of several
hundred million deaths even the vic-
tory of the United States or the Sovict
Union would not be impossible: the
condition of either country in the
event of the devastation of half its
population, industry, and territory
cannot bc predicted with certainty. If
Aptheker does not mean that several
hundred million deaths would preclude
the survival of one or the other social
system, there is nothing lef,t of his
position.

Such is the outlook on which,
apparently, he wants the working
class and the Marxist movement to
base their struggles. The mere con-
templation of the frightful horrors
he mentions should drive any sane
person to do everything humanly
possible to prevent their occurrence.
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But Gcnovesc evidently does not
look at it in that way, and considers

it more important to argue the build-
ing of socialism by straggling re1-
nants of humanity crawling out of a
nuclear inferno. We do not accePt

such a defeatist and deathlike out-
look. Rather, we insist on working to
build a movement for peace based

on an outlook of victory and life-
the kind of peace movement which
Genovese rcjects.

Genovese completely misinterprets
the policy of peaceful coexistence. He
writes: "Aptheker seems to assume

that 'sober circles' within the botrp
geoisie can be prevailed upon to be
rational, to recognize what war
would mean, and to choose another
way." This is a gross distortion both
of what Aptheker says and of our
position generally.* For what we
Marxists really rely on is the grow-
ing strength of the movements of
the people, which Genovese seems

incapable of seeing.
This is glaringly evident in his

treatrnent of the Cuban crisis. He
states: "During the October ry62
crisis over the Cuban missile bases,

President Kennedy left no doubt that
he would gravely escalate the crisis
il he did not gct his u'ay;' (Our
emphasis.) Yet, writing seven
months after the event, he does not
even stop to ponder the simple, ob-
vious questions this statement poses.

Did Kennedy have his wayl Was
fG Ao.h.L..'s own rcply: "Fanaticism and
Pcace," Political Afra'n, Jill, 1963.

Cuba destroyed or invadedl Did
U.S. imperialism succeed in its aims?

Obviouily it did not. Equally ob
viously, the next question for anY

serious student of history isl. uthY

not?
The reasons for this setback of

U.S. imperialism we have alreadY

indicated ahove. They include a bal-
aace of world forces unfavorable
to it, the role of the Soviet Union
(which Genovese so easily concedes

to total destruction in a nuclear
war), the heroisrn of the people
and the government of Cuba, and
the support of the other peoples of
Latin America. And they include
the role of that same peace move-
ment in this country that Genovese
decries because it does not carry
"Down With Imperialism" on its
banners, but whose actions were
more telling against imperialism
than all the verbiage of Leftist
phrasemongers.

There is still another reason. Yes,
sorne circles in the Kennedy Admin-
isuation uere wbrcr enough to rccog,
nize the realities of the situation,
and so were persu4ded to yield to
the pressures and to make conces-

sions.
Genovese also asserts: "'When

Kennedy took the path of direct
confrontation over Cuba, he removed
all doubt of the general direction
of his policy, dthough the specific
features, which could be of decisiva
importance for the fate of mankind,
are still not cleat." May we ask
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what these "specific features" are?
And may we suggest that if he were
to discuss them he would find him-
self dealing with the real questions
at issue-with classes and class rela-
tiols as they actually are today
rather than with highflown abstrac-
tions I

In relation to Cuba, he further
states: "If nuclear threats are made

-as they now have been and surely
will be again-and if they p.roduce
retreats by the other side, what then
are the prospects and the content
of coexistencel" But this is again
a distortion of the truth. There
have been no retreats by the forces
of socialism which would warrant
such a question. To put the with-
drawal of missiles from Cuba into
this category is to make a defeat
out of what was actually a victory-
a victory for the policy of peaceful
coexr$te[ce.

To 'be sure, in the course of the
struggle there will he concessions
and adjustments on both sides. But
it is only world imperialism that
has been retreating and will be
compelled to retreat further and fur-
ther until it is finally driven from
the world scene. And we envision
the ultimate occurrence of this with-
out dte destruction of whole nations
and societies in a nuclear holocaust.

Genovese's position, like that of
Huberman and Sweezy, leads only

to the "wilderness"-to sectarian iso-
lation from the crucial battles of
today which are shaping the future.
And no amount of invective or
"revolutionary" posturing can alter
or conceal this.

A WORD OF' CONCLUSION

At this point we return to the
warning by Lenin, quoted above,
that "a theoretical, abstract recogni-
tion of these truths (concerning
petty-bourgeois revolutionariness and
"Left"-sectarianism) does not at all
free revolutionary parties from old
mistakes, which always crop up at
unexpected moments, in a somewhat
new form, in hitherto unknown vest-
ments or surroundings, in peculiar

-more or less peculiar--circum-
stances."

We need to be clear on the pre-
cise character of this ideological
trend, not only in general, but as

it occurs today. We need to be alert
to confusion on these questions in
our own ranks, and to the dampen-
irrg of initiative and enthusiasm
which it engenders. We need to
comb,at tendencies to yield to the
pressures of Leftist attacks. And we
must strive, while profiting from
the experiences of the working class
in other countries, always to gear
our policies and tactics to the Ameri-
can scene, to the character and level
of the struggle as it develops here.

NEW STAEE OF NEGRO FREEDOM MOVEMENT

The Time is llow!.
By Beniamin J. Davis

The whole country-North, East,
South and West-is in the throes
of a peoples revolution, ignited by
the heroic struggles of the Negro
community in Birmingham, for
human dignity and full citizenship.

Central in this revolution, is the
determination of Negro Americans,
augrnented by increasing numbers
of democratic-minded whites, to put
an end to the centuries-old delay
in abolishing the Jimcrow system
and to fundamentally elevate the
status of the Negroes as a whole
from second-class to first-class citi-
zenship.

The ringing slogan "Freedom
Now!", inspiring watchword of the
Negro movemen"t for the past few
years, has suddenly exploded into
a directive for immediate practical
action here and now-in 19163l

The Negro Freedom movement-
American counterpart of the na-
tional liberation moYements in
Africa, aJbove all, but also in Asia
and Latin America-has, since Bir-
mingham, entered a new stage.
Segregation, last refuge of the
scoundrellous Jimcrow system, has,
in principle, been legally outlawed
by Supreme Court decisions, and
along with this stubborn survival
of slavery and feudalism, other ex-

-;Tiit article is hascd upon a report dis-
cussed and adopted at a national meetiog of
Comunist leaders held ia May, 1961.

pressions of the Jimcrow system.
In the present new stage, the

Negro movement is batding against
tokenism and gradualism, the twin
menaces designed to delay and in
fact prevent the total realization
of the Negro's unre$tricted consti-
tutional rights. The movement aims
to demolish so<alled moderation-a
concept which embodies both token-
ism and gradualism-and which
places "Iaw and order" above social
justice and moralityr and which re-
gards "freedom never" on a par
with "freedom nowt", as two equal
extremes.

The twenty million Negro Ameri-
cans are done with tokenism and
gradualism, and correotly regard
them as ideological weapons of their
ruling class oppressors to thwart the
immediate fulfillment of their law-
ful and just demands. After roo
long post-Emancipation Proclama-
tion years, the regular judicial and
legislative processes have proven
too slow and cumbersome and, dur-
ing the century, have heen converted
into instruments of obstruction, as

well as of tokenism and gradualism.
It took 86 years for the Supreme
Court to invalidate the pernicious
"separate hut equal" doctrine, and
8 years to get through Congress the
ridiculously feeble 1957 civil rights
law. Even ro years since the Supreme
Court desegragtion ruling of ry54,

r9
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less than one-eighth of one per cent
of the Negro children in the So,uth
have been integrated in the public
school system; while in Northern
cities, school desegregation is little
better ofi. In New York, for example,
the numher. of segregated schools
(predominantly of Negro and Puerto
Rican children) has risen from 74
in ry54, to rr? in 1963! Thus has
the Negro been faced with this veri-
table snail's pace of forward motion,
with infinitesimal gains, and. with
cven a reversal of the wheels of so-
cial progress.

Birmingham was a dramatic and
historic break by the Negro people
with all forms of tokenism and grad-
ualism, patience and waiting. Justi-
6ably, the Negro has snatched the
timetable of his freedom ou,t of the
hands of the racist obstructionists
and out of the fumbling clutches
of the fearful and timid procrastin-
ators and trou adours of delay.
Never again will he give it back

-he will keep it until the final vic-
tory of human digni,ry and con-
stitutional equality is realized, in
fact and not just in word, for all
Americans.

Responsibility for the violence, the
bloodshed and the porentially ex-
plosive situation in our country rests
not with the peaceful struggles of
the Negro people for their jusr due,
but with the Dixiecrats, the ultra-
Right racists, and the fascist-minded
white suprcmacists in the first place.
Thcir rcsistance to the equalitarian
principles enunciated in the Bill of
Rights and in the r3th, r4th, and

r5th Amendments is the prime
source of violence in this nation-wide
struggle; and it is their police offi-
cials, vicious dogs, electric (cattle)
prodding rods, white citizens coun-
cils, klansmen, Iynchers and assas-
sins who are brutalizing and mur-
dering innocent Negro men, women
and children-and whites-peace-
fully petitioning for enforcement of
the Constitution and or common
decency.

Meanwhile, the tokenists and
gradualists are inflaming the situa-
tion further with their insidious
maneuvers and blandishments to the
Negro to be "patient" and to "go
slow"-after roo years!-and by irra-
tionally and abjecdy transferring to
the Negro the blame for the lawless
violence of which he is the principal
victim. They are doing yeoman serv-
ice for the outright racists and ultra-
Right fascists, who need to be iso-
lated, defeated, broken and im-
prisoned wherever possible-and not
catered to.

MORAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL
CRISIS

As a result of the anti-democratic
resistance of the forces of reaction
and fascism-symbolized for the mo-
ment in the Governors Wallace-
Barnett Dixiecrats, and the Dirksen-
Goldwater Repulblican states-and-
property righters-the country is
faced with an acute crisis. The issue
is not between Communism and
capitalism, nor Republican versus
Democrat, and surely not between
Negro and white for the white

THE TIME IS NOWI

supremacists are the enemies of the
liberties of both Negroes and whites.
The issue is between the expansion
of democracy and the danger of re-
action and fascism-a struggle which
necessitates to ,be fought out and
won by the American people within
tle framework of the present capital-
ist system. It is a struggle that goes

beyond race, color, creed, political
affiliation or social position. The
present constitutional and moral
crisis would not exist if-as the
Communist Party and other ad-
vanced forces have long advocated

-the Federal power, now in the
hands of the Kennedy Administra-
tion, were used to break the resis-
tance of the racist and other re-
actionary officials and the wholc
country was mdbilized for the long-
delayed transformation to an ex-
panded democracy. The longer the
postponement in arriving at this
conclusion, the more acute the crisis
becomes. The failure to prosecute
Governors Barnett and Wallace, and
the release of the fascist General
Walker emboldens the true enemies
of democracy for all Americans.

The present constitutional and
moral crisis is extremely aggravated
in the first place because it is super-
imposed upon a sick economy
wracked with 5 million unemployed,
refecting the depth of the present
stage of the general crisis of
capitalism. (Moreover, unemploy-
ment among Negro workers is al-
most three times that among white
workers, and in some areas it soars
way above this percentage, espe-

cially among Negro youth, as well
as among Mexican-American and
Puerto Rican youth.) Secondly, the
resistance of the racist Dixiecrats
and reactionary states-rights Repub-
licans threatens the unity of the en-
tire nation, with the Negro people,
supported by democratic-minded
whites, carrying the banner of a

united nation on the basis of con-
stitutional democracy.

Gus Hall, foremost spokesman of
the U.S. Communist Party, did a

statesmanlike service to the country
when he warned against the dis-
unity of the nation, implicit in the
illegal and defiant resistance of the
state officials in Alabama and Mis-
sissippi.

The present constitutional and
moral crisis is national in scope and
every bit as dangerous in efiect as

the attack of the Japanese imperialist
allies of Hitler upon Pearl Harbor,
if not more so. The Pearl Harbor
attack united all patriotic Americans
to defend the country against a for-
eign fascist enemy. The present
crisis is being permitted to divide
the nation. President Kennedy, in
his unprecedented speech on the day
of federal confrontation with Wal-
lace at Tuscaloosa, recognized offi-
cially the existence of a constitutional
and moral crisis, but has yet to
draw the necessary conclusions. This
is not primarily the fault of the
American people.

On the contrary, through this con-
stitutional crisis, our country is pay-
ing the price of the r8-year Cold
War imperialist policy - cultivated
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by Truman, Eisenhower, and con-
ti.nued by Kennedy-which has psy-
chologized the American p.ople io
the effect that the enemy oi th.
national interest was a foreign Com-
munist one, allegedly rha Soviet
I/nign. (This is rrue although
the President's American Universlty
speech for the first time called for
a realistic reappraisal of the Cold
War and relations with the Soviet
Union.)

But now that all honest Ameri-
cans can see that it isn't the Russians,
or the Cubans, or any other socialist
country, that assassinated Medgar
Evers and murdered William Moore,
o_r that is using vicious dogs or
electric torture rods to prevent
American citizens from exercising
their constitutional righ s, or that
deny jo s to citizens hecause of their
color, or that is blocking the door-
way_to schools, or is threatening to
p9r aly ze the Congressional proceises,
there's a failure of the Piesident's
leadership on who the real enemy
is: the powerful monopolists, the
pro-fascist racist and othir reaction-
ary forces on a bi-partisan scale
which prefer national disaster rather
than permit the enforcement of the
Bill of Rights and the Federal Con-
stitution. The time is long overdue
for the President to issue a non-
partisan call to the people to defeat
and isolate the pro-fascist reaction-
aries in behalf of the national and
public interest.

This is the central and most ur-
gent domestic challenge to the wel-
fare of the nation and can be met

only by the American people as a
whole. By no means is it the sole
or exclusive concern of the Negro
people notwithstanding the fact that
they are the vanguard of this demo.
cratic renewal in the country. The
dreadful alternative to the comple-
tion of this revolutionary peoples
struggle makes even clearer the
broadest implication of this crisis to
the national interes,t and the entire
American people. Should the Dixie-
crat-reactionary Republican coalition
in Washington succeed in filibuster-
ing to death, watering down or
maneuvering away the President's
or other civil rights bills, already in-
adequate, not only would the na-
tional tension risq it would be a go-
ahead signal to the most sinisler
racist elements, olfrcial and unofficial,
to turn on the Negro and their white
civil rights supporters, with un-
bridled fascist terror. This is the
open, unequivocal threat of Gov-
ernors Barnett and Wallace at the
July Senate hearing.

Such an eventuality, focussing
against the militant Negro peoplds
movement, would inevitably increase
the fascist threat to all the demo-
cratic institutions. The best guaran-
tee against this dire possibility is
to 'break the filibuster, to mobilize
at least roo tlousand citizens in
Washington, August 28, and to rbuild
the unity of the Negro people, rhe
unity of Negro and white ever
broader until their comhined or-
ganized, militan and responsible
pressure is irresistible for democratic
resolution of the constitutional crisis!
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A DEMOCRATIC REVOLUTION

The present peoples revolution is
not a proletarian revolution for so-

cialism, nor an armed revolution. Ii
is a democratic revolution of the new
epoch, in which the favora le shift
in the world balance of forces-the
emergence of the world socialist syv
tem and the disintegration of the
colonial system-makes it possible to
achieve under capitalism changes
that were impossible of realization
in the past. The oppressed colonial
peoples are seeking national inde-
pendence ; the Negro citizens in our
country are seeking human dignitY
and full equali'ry with their white
fellow citizens, as guaranteed by the
Constitution. Through integration,
they seek, as a people, a new relation
to their nation, and an end to the

/imcrow system which brutally im-
poses upon them second, third and
fourth class citizenship in all aspects

of American life. The range of their
demands against the harbarous and
obsolete system of segregation and
discrimination is total: voting and
political representation, schools, hos-
pitals, public places of accommoda-
tion, housing, equality before the
law, armed forces, transportation,
and above all, jobs, private as well
as governmental.

The accomplishment of these
democratic goals will, of necessity,
take place within the limitations of
the class nature of U.S. capitalist
society. But the Jimcrow system is
so interwoven into every fabric and
facet of American society that to

smash it-as Negro citizens seek to
do-will inevitably revo'lutionize and
efiect profound and healthY trans-
formations in the American way of
life. Already the civil rights move-
ment has shaken the political, so-

cial and economic functioning of
the entire country-from the small-
est restaurant in Florida to the Secre-

tary of State Dean Rusk who re-
plied to an anti-Negro, anti-demon-
stration remark hy the illegally
elected Dixiecrat Senator Strom
Thurmond of South Carolina: "If I
were denied what our Negro citi-
zens are denied, I'd demonstrate."

The Negro people seek to elimin-
ate all inequalities imposed upon citi-
zens because of race, color or creed

-whether under conditions of pros-
perity or depression, unemployment
or employment, by law or by prac-
tice, private or public. This is the
common denominator that binds to-
gether the Negro peop,le's movement

-North, East, West as well as

South-and that makes it national in
form, most dramatically expressed in
the August z8 March to Washington.

In the deep Southern states, heart-
land of the Jimcrow system which
poisons the bloodstream of the na-
tion, the goals of the Negro Free-
dom movement, go beyond the elim-
ination of Jimcrow laws and prac-
tices. The voter registration drives,
as at Greenwood, Miss., aim at
transforming the present lily-white
state and local regimes into govern-
mental structures where the Negro
shares state power-a truly revolu-
tionary goal, which is necessary to
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democratize the South, and which
could delouse Congress of the Dixie-
crats and make it more responsive
to the democratic majority 

-of 
the

American people. Every local strug-
gle or partial reform against Jimcrow
is connected in life with the neces-
sity of destroying the prime source
of the national racist system in the
deep South, where Negro Americans
are voteless, unrepresented and with-
out voice in the affairs of state gov-
ernments which rule over them. In
this sense, the Negro peoples strug-
gle is to complete the 

-,bourgeols

democratic revolution left unfiniihed
after the Civil War, and betrayed
and aborted during Reconstruotion.

THE TURNING POINT

Birmingham brought the simmer-
ing upsurge of the Negro people to
a revolutionary pitch. It became no

lgnger a quesrion of continuing the
Iiberation struggle into an indefinite
future, but transformed it into the
immediate implementation of the
equal constitutional rights of the Ne-
gro now! It did this for a variety of
reasons not the least of which was the
bravery, fortitude and self-sacrifice
of the Negro community against the
savage brutality of the Alabama city
and state hirelings in the "most seg-
regated city" in the country-a city
ruled jointly,by Dixiecrat racists and
Tennessee Coal and Iron, a sub-
sidiary of the granddaddy of the
monopolies, U.S. Steel.

Undouibtedly, Negroes all over the
country figured that if the Negro
in Birmingham could victoriously

withstand and overcome the barbar-
ism of that Dixiecrat power strLlc-

ture, surely it could be withstood
throughout the length and breadth
of the United States. The Negro
people's movement exploded! New
times had arrived and a new genera-
tion of Negro youth appeared which
had lost ail sense of fear even to the
point of willingly filling the jails
and daily putting their lives on the
line.

The illegal Dixiecrat regimes,
backed up by the monopolies and
Northern bi-partisan reactionaries,
could no longer rule in the same
old way with the same old |imcrow
system. A qualitative change took
place in the Negro people's move-
ment, typified in the growth of the
consciousness of its extraordinary
pow-er, as strikingly proclaimed in
Paul Robeson's great book tr-Iere I
Stand. The minimum conditions for
the success of the Negro people's
revolution had matured: The Su-
preme Court desegregation decision
of. ry54 had been augmented by a

whole body of rulings placing the
federal authority squarely against
segregation and discrimination; the
ruling class, hoth its Southern and
Northern wings, were unable to
maintain the fimcrow system as

usual; and the willingness of the
Negro people to endure murderous
brutality to end the system.

The ultra-Right Dixiecrats and
their Northern reactionary backers
are being steadily driven into posi-
tions of isolation and desperation,
despite their savage reprisals against
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Negro-white freedom fighters in
Alabama, Mississippi, Virginia,
Maryland, Georgia, and elsewhere.
The gutter-type testimony of the ig-
norant Governor Barnett (on )uly
o, 1963), with its hysterical anti-
Communism and red-baiting, was,
above all, a cry of desperation and
defeat-although it sought-in addi-
tion, to hlackmail Congress, the
President and the American people
against passage of civil rights legis-
lation, with the threat of wholesale
bloodshed. It aimed to lay a basis
for outlawing and smashing the
Negro Freedom movement under
the pro-fascist McCarran Act by
pinning a false Communist label
upon it.

Prior to Birmingham, the Negro
people were united on the goals of
their struggles-for an end to |im-
crow and for the immediate realiza-
tion oI their equal rights in all as-

pects of American life. There was,
however, considerable discord on the
methods of attaining their goals:
Negro communities were locked in
debate, their united action often
parulyzed.

REIECT VIOLENT PATH

Birmingham essentially solidified
the Negro people on the method of
attaining their united goals. The
Negro people adopted the method
of non-violent, peaceful, direct
action, expressed in demonstrations,
parades, boycotts and selective buy-
ing, picketing, sit-ins, and marches to
redress grievances-all of which are
deeply founded in the Bill of Rights

and the Constitution, and in the
best American democratic traditions.

They have rejected the dangerous,
divisive and self-defeating dogma of
the Muslims.--of blind hatred and
hostility to all whites-and they call
for Negro.white unity against the
common racist foe. Birmingham
dynamited the irrational and irre-
sponsible drivel of Malcolm X and
Elijah Muhammad whose anti-
white racism, anti-Semitism and
backwardness, proved utterly bank-
rupt in the face of the heroism,
militancy and unity of the Negro
bleeding and dying for immediate
freedom and equality in his native
land.

The Negro people have rejected
the call for armed revolt-euphe-
mistically called "armed selJ-defense"
by Robert F Williams-as an irre-
sponsible and reckless playing with
armed insurrection, the latter concept
arising from a total misjudgment of
the present stage of the Negro move-
ment, and wholly alien to the prac-
tical condition and odds under
which the struggle must be con-
ducted. Reactionary ruling circles,
try as they might, have not suc-
ceeded in shutting off peaceful meth-
ods of struggle.

The pursuit of either the Muslim
black-versus-white policy or the Wil-
liams' advocacy of armed insurrec-
tion cannot but be divisive of Negro
unity, under conditions where the
Negro people have chosen, y deeds,
the course of peaceful, non-violent,
direct and coercive mass action to
bring down the walls of segregation
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and discrimination. Moreover, such
pursuits, play directly into the hands
of the reactionary preservers and eco-
nomic beneficiaries of the Jimcrow
system who, becoming ever more
desperate, are reso,rting to Hitlerite
anti-Communism, red-baiting and
every other foul means of dividing
the Negro people's movement from
within. The counter-revolutionary
racists are feeling the weight of the
national and international support
which the militant non-violent and
eminently realistic tactics have won
for the Negro Freedom movement.

At the same time, the Negro peo-
ple are correctly drawing upon all
peaceful means of advancing their
struggles-legal initiatives and de-
fense in the courts, negotiations
with power centers, official and un-
official-whatever the concrete situa-
tion requires-backed up by the
creative participation of the Negro
masses and their white democratic-
minded supporters. In addition,
when Negro families are attacked
and assaulted by armed lynch mobs
in their communities and homes,
they quite properly resort to self-de-
fense with whatever weapons are at
hand to protect their lives and p,rop-
erty, a fundamental right guaran-
teed by the Constitution.

The Negro people do not quail
before violence*as their revolution-
ary history and patriotism toward
their country show. They reject the
doctrines of blind anti-white hatred
and armed insurrection because they
are wrong and lead to a bloody, self-
defeating blind alley. Opposition to

the hopelessness and abject defeat-
ism of a Malcolm X is not a matter
of competing for transient applause

-it is a question of principle. Ne-
groes want no truck with so-called
"leaders" who backslap Governor
Wallace and find common cause
with the Negro-hating, )ew-baiting
fascist thug, George Lincoln Rock-
well.

Recognizing that Jimcrow oppres-
sion and racist brutality exceeds the
limit of human endurance, the Ne-
gro masses evince no desire to damp-
en the ardor and revolutionary spirit
particularly of Negro youth who are
in the vanguard of the freedom
movement. Instead the Negro people
manifest a desire to harness that
spirit, not to isolated wild adven-
tures, but to united, organized, dis-
ciplined action, that is both dynamic
and militant. For only such effective
alternatives can stem futile and irre-
sponsible adventures, disintegrate
frustrations and moods of cynicism
and despair, cultivated hy desperate
groups and unprincipled preach-
ments, or provoked by racists them-
selves. The main national opportu-
nity for such a planned and dynamic
action is the Aug. z8th march to
Washington.

It is in this light that the demand
of the Negro people-especially the
Negro workers-for the unity of all
their civil rights organizations and
leaders-a continuous, hard and
often delicate problem-should be
seen. Likewise the Negro people-
again with Negro workers as the
most consistent force-are insisting
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on greater independence of the free-
dom movement - independence of
the tokenists, gradualists and their
dwindling Uncle Tom apologists.
One of t}re most striking develop-
ments at the 54th Annual Conven-
tion of the NAACP was its call for
continuing demonstrations during
the summer, its cooperative leader-
ship of the August z8th March to
Washington, and its critical though
positive amendments to the Presi-
dent's civil rights package-all in the
teeth of the powerful pressure by
influential members of the Kennedy
Administration against the Wash-
ington March and against summer
demonstrations. The legislative pro-
posals of the President are major
weapons in the struggle for the
realization of Freedom Now! ; but
they are not themselves the fulfill-
ment in life of full civil rights, in
view of the past roo-year post-Civil
War experience of the Negro. Dem.
onstrations are obviously more than
ever necessary, escalating to higher
and higher levels of peaceful, direct
mass actions which continue the of,
fensive against the bastions of the
Jimcrow system The law is one
thing, hut unfortunately life has
shown that enforcement is another;
and the Kennedy Administration
has not shown sufficient determina-
tion in doing the latter.

THE PRESIDENT'S PROPOSALS

The President's launching of the
slogan "New Frontier" in his ac-
ceptance speech of. 196o, has been
given its true meaning and sub-

stance hy life and by the revolution-
ary upsurge of the Negro people.
For the South is the new frontier.
The battle being fought there is not
just the Negro's, but that of the en-
tire nation, and will determine its
democratic faith. The Negro strug-
gle there has shaken both maior
parties from stem to stern and has
opened a realistic possibility of a
new political re-alignment; it is the
democratization of the South, and
a democratic renewal in the country
which can denude Congress of the
Dixiecrats who, with the Goldwater-
Dirksen Republicans, block medi-
care, tax reduction for the needy
and social legislation for the coun-
try. It is the brutal Jimcrow system
in the deep South, which the mo.
nopolies utilize to create difficulties
and obstacles to labor's need to or-
ganize the South. It is the South
with its brutal Jimcrow in the first
place, which makes our country,
with its high pretensions of democ-
racy, the laughing stock of the
world. In order to maintain the
Jimcrow system, such political
mountebanks of war and fascism as

Barnett, Wallace, Russell and East-
land are able to prostitute the true
self-interests of the Southern white
masses for peace and progress. The
South is the new frontier for the ex-
tension of democracy in the United
States, hut it will not materialize
without the victory of the civil
rights revolution.

The Negro liberation movement-
with its nation-wide peaceful mass
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has exacted from President Kennedy
a degree of official and moral com-
mitment to the cause of civil rights,
more far-reaching than that made
by any chief executive since the Civil
War, despite his vacillations, incon-
sistencies and appeasements. Other
significant legal actions in behalf
of civil rights in vorer registrarion
and individual cases have been in-
stituted by the Administration in
various Southern states. At Oxford
and Tuscaloosa, the President used
the armed might of the Federal pow-
er to compel compliance with the
Supreme Court's directives to admit
Negro students in lily-white univer-
sities.

Finally, the President proposed
civil rights package-although be-
lated-is more extensive than any
put forward by the White House in
modern America, and poses the
problem of reversing the obstruction-
ist role of Congress on civil rights.
The positive role of the Presidenry,
on this front, as opposed to that of
the ultra-Right Dixiecrat reaction-
ary, Republican coalition, is a tribute
to the peaceful revolutionary upsurge
of the Negro movement displayed
in the streets, in sit-ins and other-
wise, with increasing support from
white democratic-minded citi4ens,
especially youth It is also a reflec-
tion of the new world balance of
forces, with the growing superiority
of the world socialist system, and
the pressure exerted on American
capitalism by the newly-freed colo-
nial countries and national liberation
movements-whose combined and

indispensable weight create the in-
ternational political and moral cli-
mate for the success of the Negro
Freedom movement.

But the Kennedy Administration
has failed to comprehend the depth,
pace and extent of the crisis facing
our country-and is not yet all-out
in the determination to immediately
fulfill the democratic necessities of
this moment of truth. There can be
no such thing as ending discrimina-
tion and segregation against Negroes,
Puerto Ricans, Mexican-Americans,

Jews or any other minorities-unless
the Dixiecrat racists, and their reac-
tionary Republican abettors are de-
feated, crushed and their resistance
broken. It is of small assistance when
some two-ibit racist registrar in the
South is jailed, while the Barnetts,
Wallaces, Eastlands, Russells, and
General lValkers are allowed to defy
the Constitution with impunity, in.
citing lynch hysteria, and leading
murderous mobs; when the fascist
White Citizens Councils, the Klan
and the neo-Nazis in New York and
Chicago are permitted to function,
instead of being outlawed and
smshed.

Young Negro fighters-and white

-(real freedom fighters, not the
phony Hungarian-Cuhan ilk) are
undergoing outright atrocities in the
deep South-seldom revealed in the
monopoly-controlled news media-
which would in many respects shame
the Nazis. The main perpetrators of
this reign of terror and brutality are
the white state and city officials,

-usurpers, illegally elected to omce,

by virtue of the disfranchisement of
Negroes-who even intimidate local
whites who show the slightest sympa-
thetic concern.

The weapon in the hands of the
Kennedy Administration is Article 4,
Section 4 of the Federal Constitu-
tion, which guarantees to every state
a republican form of government,
It is in the power of the civil rights
movement to compel its enforcement.
This would oust every illegally
elected Dixiecrat regime in the
South, force free elections where
none have taken place since Recon-
struction, enable the Negro citizens
to share the governing power in
these states, and transform the na-
tion. Moreover, the President is duty
bound to end the present terror
against thc Negro people in the
South, by whatever means are nec-
essary, under the authority of the
Constitution.

This deep-going crisis, germinat-
ing for more than roo years, cannot
be resolved hy gradualist, peacemeal,
band-aids stretched out oyer scores
of years more. It requires instantane-
ous mass democratic solutions for a

mass social problem-involving the
creaive participation of the people.

This cannot he done by mere in-
diivdual legal suits. It can be done
by democratizing the governmental
structures in the South, in accord-
ance with Article 4, Section 4 of the
Constitution, by the Federal power
guarantecing the exercise of the right
to vote in the South, and by pro-
claiming an immediate deadline on
the Jimcrow sy$tem nationally, to

be enforced hy the Federal power
and the American people. Under
the conditions of today, our counuy
needs another Emaniipation Proc-
lamation-in deeds, not merely in
words.

HITLERITE BIG LIE

The Communist Party greets with
boundless joy the present revolution-
ary freedom movement of the Ne-
gro people and will spare no sacri-
fice to help bring about its total
victory now-in the interest of hu-
*rr1 dignity and freedom-and to
immediately resolve the acute con-
stitutional and moral crisis facing
the nation. It is because the Com-
munists have a proud record of dis-
ciplined, responsible and militant
struggle for Negro rights that they
have been honored as the first vic-
tims of the McCarran Act, as they
were of the Smith Act.

As expected, the illegally-elected
ulua-Righter, Governor Barnett,
charged at a U.S. Senate hearing
(luly n, 1963) that the Communist
Party controls the Negro people's
civil rights organizations and de-
cides their policies for them. This
is a typical Hitler big lie. The Com-
munist Party has no desire to con-
trol or dominate any organizations,
and it is ridiculous to imagine that
the leaders of the Negro people's
organizations and their suppo,rters,
who face pcrsecution and even
dcath to maintain their organiza'
tions, would submit to dictation from
the Communist Party or anyone else.

As a matter of fact, one docs not
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have to be a member of the Com-
munist Party to su.fier imprisonment
and the most extreme brutality. All
one has to do-which is the lesson
of 'the murder of Medgar Eyers and
William Moore-is to 6ght uncom-
promisingly for the people's welfare,
for elementary equality and consti-
tutional liberty. The advantage of.
being a Communist is that one learns
that the workers and common peo-
ple can master the social forces ihat
dotermine victory or defeat.

Quite independently of each
other, there is a wide area of agree-
ment hetween the Communist Party
and the Negro Freedom movement
on program, aims and tactics. This
is not because one controls the other.

Nor is it remarkable that the pol-
icy of our Party should coincide
with the aspirations of the Negro
Freedom movement. This is rather
a tribute to the correctness of Marx-
ist-Leninist theory applied to rhe
unique attributes of our country,
and to the sound policies of our Par-
ty adopted at its rTth National Con-
vention in December, 1959.

The program of the Negro Free-
dom movement, and its principal
civil rights organizations, is not a
program for socialism. This move-
ment is led by non-socialist-minded
leaders. It is a common program
to abolish the Jimcrow sysrem and all
its manifestations and for the imple-
mentation and extention of democ-
racy and constiturional liberty. It is
supported by people of all political
persuasions, Communists and non-
Communists. Communists helieve

that the "freedom now" aims of the

Program answer the pressing demo-
cratic needs of the Negro people
and of the nation in serious crisis;
and Communists hold that this is
the central domestic issue before the
country. At the same time Commu-
nists believe the achievernent of this
program will 1ay an indispensable
basis not only for the further social
progress of the country, but for its
socialist and communist future when
U.S. imperialism, with its inevitable
breeding of racism, discrimination,
wars and insecurity will be no more.
Communists see the struggle for so-

cialism as a struggle to extend the
horizons of democracy.

JOBS _ CRUCIAL ISSUE

In the most recent weeks and
months, the Negro movement has
begun to project one of the mos
pressing aspects of its future: the
question of jobs, above all, which
along with other economic issues is
coming into prominence. That is es-
pecially t u.ln the North, East an)
Wes't. It was one of the main de-
mands of the Negro struggle in
Birmingham. It was the key issue
around which the now multi-spon-
sored March to Washington was
originally planned by the Negro
American Labor Council.

Not only is the job question a mar-
ter of life and death to a dispropor-
tionately large number of Negro
families but, in the process of fighc
ing for jobs, the Negro workers-
the most consistent core of the Ne-
gro Freedom movement-will exert

ever greater influence and stability
on the movement as a whole, insur-
ing that it will be carried through
to full victory. At the same time
this facilitates the strengthening of
Negro-white unity against the big
monopolies which reap super-profits
from the Jimcrow system. The ad-
vanced nature of the August z8
March to Washington is displayed
in the demand for a crash program
of johs for all unemployed-white
as well as Negro.-together with an
end to all job discrimination, private
as well as governmental. This is a
positive contribution by the Negro
people to reduce the employer-in-
spired conflict ,between Negro and
white workers over the present too
few johs.

To Communists, and other ad-
vanced forces, Negro as well as

white, the struggle for Negro-white
unity is a matter of principle, dem-
onstrated in the historic battles of the
Negro people, and most assuredly in
the growth of the labor and pro-
gressive movement and of the na-
tion. In this period, in view of the
national form of the Negro Free-
dom movement, the unity of the
Negroes as a people is of paramount
impo,rtance; for this promotes Ne-
gro-white unity in the context of the
Negro struggle for democratic ad-
vance.

The Negro people, within their
own ranks, con.form to the class dis-
tinctions of American capitalist so-

ciety; and their Freedom movement
is properly an all-class movement.
The Negro workers who are the

driving force for Negro-white unity
are faced with the difficult task ot
fighting for the unity of all strata
of the Negro people, while strength-
ening their own influence and role.

LAG IN LABOR SUPPORT

By far the weakest link within
the broad civil rights movement it-
self is its inadequate supPo.rt from
white allies-in the first place from
organized labor. This is the primary
cause of strains between the Negro
people and the labor movement. Ot
course the basic role of organizec!
labor, representing the working class,

cannot be compared with that of
the National Association of Manu-
facturers representing the monopo-
list class-the same NAM that
wields its reactionary power pri-
marily through the Dixiecrat-reac-
tionary Republican coalition in
Washintgon. Certain unions, more-
over, have been outstanding in their
practical support of the Negro Free-
dom movement pointing the way to
the self-interest and honor of organ-
ized labor as the most progressive
force in U.S. society. This positive
trend will grow, although it will
have to be fought for.

But the lag in the labor movement
is profoundly disturbing, as well as

self-defeating. The building trades
unions, from which springs George
Meany, are a disgrace to the coun-
try, to say nothing of organized
labor. The rank and file and more
advanced forces of the labor move-
ment have a heavy responsihility
to fight for the AFL-CIO to rise
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to thc ncw lcvel of the revolutionary
freedom movement and to the na-
tional crisis of the country. This is
the rnoment, above all, for the un-
ionization of the South.

Increasing participation of white
youth and various church groups-
Jewish, Catholic and Protestant-
together with encouraging signs
among many Southern whites, raise
the question of a broad democratic
front whose main content will be
to abolish the entire Jimcrow system
and to secure freedom and equality
now for the Negro people and all
other Arnericans. The aim of such a
front would bc to merge all the
streams of the democratic upsurge
ig ,h: country, embracing the strug-
gle for civil rights and civil libei-
ties, youth opportunities, jobs, peace

-all of which are mass issues re-
quiring t}re creative involvement of
mass€s of people and the extension
of all their democraric liberties.

The Party in this struggle has the
duty not only to work with mod-
esty, self-sacrifice, militancy and re-
sponsibility. It has the deep obli-
gation to the cause of freedom and
equality now-ro the national ad-
vance of our country-to strengthen
its unity, and to build its organiza-
tion and influence. Trained in the
science of Marxism-Leninism, its ex-

perience and contrlbutions are
needed in overcoming the big and
complex prohlems that confront the
democratic forces and the nation.

The fact that the main arena of
the struggle against white chauvin-
ism is the Negro people's revolution
for "Freedom Now!" does not dis-
pense with the necessity of our Par-
ty waging an ideological and politi-
cal campaign within its own ranks
and among the white masses against
this prime ideological weapon of
the white ruling class, while simul-
taneously combatting petty-bour-
geois nationalism and false "radical-
ism" which also weaken and dividc
the movement for immediate equal
rights.

There is only one way out of the
constitutional and moral crisis fac-
ing our country, and that is Freedom
Now! The Negro people, backed by
increasing white allies, will never
again submit to the hrutal Jimcrow
system; neither will jails, vicious
dogs nor electric torture rods, nor
assassinations, deter them from their
determination to live as free, digni-
fied human beings in accordance
with their constitutional rights. Com-
munists, who are flesh and bone of
the American people, are dedicated
to this sacred goal, and are confident
it will be achieved.

Ihe l(aiser Steel Plan
By Samuel Kels

We ofrer thc following article, by a iariter in Soathern California,
a_s a presentation of a particular aieu of thc Kaiser plan and as a
basis of discusion. Cotnrucnts frotn our readerc *rrr 3ff##i;

When Kaiser Steel C,orporation At the time the new Kaiser plan
broke ranks with the other steel was accepted, several thousand Kaiser
companies to make a separate setde- workers- were still on layoff and
ment during the rr6-day strike in 6.8% of. the labor force in ih"t ,r."
1959,.^ one of the results was the was out of work. The plan ofiers no
establishment of a joint union-corn- answer to the problem of finding jo,b,s
pany committee to develop a new for these workers. Although ii was
wage plan. {orking wiih rhree announced amidst ^ grrri deal of
university pr-ofessors- over a period fanfare and statements-by both larbor
of three and a half years, the so- and management that ii was some-
called "Kaiser Long Range Sharing thing "ne#" in labor relations, most
Plan" ruas developed and finally of iis features and the principles
adopted last Spring. behind them are rrot ,r.* by any

The announced purpose of the means.
plq *l to establish "safegua-rds to Master agreements, designed to
deal with increases in cosr 

-of liuirrg, deal with fi. proUt.L, .r!ut.d by
promote stahility of. employment, the inroduction of automation in a;
reasonable sharing of increased p,ro- industry, have become increasingly
ductivity 

-and labor mst savings ind firequent in recent years. The w"est
to provide -necessay expansion." In coait longshoremen negotiated an
short, the.plan was to be a kind o{ agreem.niin 1916r whici set up a
omnibus inceative- program which fund for optional early retiremei.ts,
would win for the company the larger pens-ions, and extended bene-
union's endorsement of stepped-up fits. These were won from the
automation as well as other efiorts shipping industry in exchange for
to reduce"overall labor costs at thc p.r*ittl"g the extension of lertain
Kaiser steel plant in exchange for a kinds of automation in that industry.
promise of certain employment secur- In one important respect, the ap-
ity guarantees and increased wage proaches at Kaiser and ln the w&
payments for those steel workers who Coast shipping industries were
still remain in the employ of the similar, narnely in that sonre em-
company.
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phasis was placed on the protcction
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of the jobs of those who were still
employed. The plans are not at all
alike in the kind of benefits which
were achieved by the workers. They
both differ fundamentally from the
approach used in the contract nego-
tiated ,between American Motors
Company and the United Auto
Workers in the Midwest. This plan
did not even provide nominal job
security guarantees in return for the
acceptance of a-"profit sharing plan"
which has resulted in only slighdy
higher wages for those still remain-
ing on the jobs. A similar profit-
sharing plan is now under study at
Allan Wood Steel in Philadelphia.

The diflerence between earlier in-
centive p,lans and many of the plans
being discussed and agreed to these
days is oot so much in the complex
manner in which the latter operate,
as in the purposes they serve. Incen-
tive programs and "profit-sharing
plans" of earlier years were usually
sold to the workers as a way of
tying wages to higher production
rates. Today the emphasis is shifting
and is at least as much on the promo.
tion of job security as it is on "bonus"
wages and related economic benfits.

This latter development sometimes
puts militant workers in a quandary.
They seeem to face only two possible
choices. Either they can fight against
proposals which "guarantee" jobs for
their own union brothers (recogniz-
ing that the guarantee is only for
the most immediate future and of
dubious value in the long run) or

they can join ranks with those who
urge a course of rearguard defensive
action like that of the "frame break-
ers" of the fust industrial revolution,
who unsuccessfully tried to hold back
the mechanization of the textile
mills in Manchester, England during
the r8th century.

This quandary is, of course, pro-
moted by the tendency of unions in
the United States to treat major
problems in a piece-meal way. Can
the workers in a single local resolve
problems which, in reality, are bigger
than their whole industry? Such
efiorts are almost bound to be defen-
sive and partial solution rather than
fundamental answers.

Many workers recognize that the
new Kaiser Plan means fewer iobs in
Fontana in the long run. They also
suspect that it carries within it serious
dangers to the future of the union.
Furthermore they know thaq no
matter what pious guarantees are
made, automation almost invariably
means increased work hazards and
often brings speedup as well.

But more than anything, it is all
too clear that automation, which is
still only in its infancy, means that
even in a period of relatively boom-
ing economic activity, when most
factories and mills are running full
blast, the rate of employment has

not fallen. Millions of workers are
walking the streets, fohless because

of automation. And yet, the Kaiser
workers must consider their limited
alternative in a practical way. They
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can protect their own jobs and fight
for a larger share of the wealth they
create. They may make such a deci-
sion reluctantly, as the divided vote
at Kaiser endorsing the plan in-
dicates, but still in the end they have
no better alternative they can take
on the local level.

The larger problem of finding
jobs for the unemployed workers
can only be tackled by frghting
beyond'this point for a shorter work
week, longer vacations, earlier retire-
ment, federal work projects, etc. In
such a struggle, the workers at Kaiser
and elsewhere have an alternative
which can take them far beyond
the narrow strictures that force them
to choose between accepting a Kaiser
Plan or its equivalent or fighting
blindly and defensively against all
introduction of automation.

Historically, the American labor
unions have seldom been able to
resolve major issues simply through
local union actions. A single local
might win a specific economic de-
mand, but major issues like the
right to organize federal works
projects, unemployment compensa-
tion, social security and minimum
wages have been won by industry-
wide struggles and by nation-wide
pressure hy lahor and its allies on
Congress. In winning these majon
concessions from the capitalist class,
many of the previously won smaller
victories have merged to bring
strength to the labor movement for
its larger victories.

A similar historical struggle faces
organized labor and the nation in
this period. Those workers who have
won some degree of job security for
themselves will find it necessary to
join in a class-wide batde to bring
job security to the workers who have
been separated from their work
places as a result of automation.
This struggle will need to be carried
on nationally in the economic and
legislative arena for a shorter work
week and other major efforts de-
gigned to create new jobs without
lowering the standard of living.

HOW THE KAISER PLAN
WORKS

At the outset, the Kaiser Plan
covered 6z/s of. the 6,5oo production
and maintenance workers and 5oo
clerical and technical workers at the
Fontana plant. It is expected that
within two years a large number of
workers who are now on individual
incentives will transfer to the new
p1an. These are the highest paid
workers in the plant and a com-
plicated "b'uy out" formula has been
worked out under which a lump
sum payment is to be made as each
individual incentive worker joins
the plan. In the first four months,
only abotN 5/e of these workers
decided to switch and it is expected
that the remaining workers will be
very cautious about making the
change.

The Plan as a whole is extremely
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complex in its concepts and in its
operation. It works primarily through
a company-held reserve fund. This
fund is 6lled with a portion of the
cost savings achieved in the indi-
vidual departmcnts of the mill.

The savings are computed by com-
paring the total cost each month for
rnatcrials, supplics and labor with a
figure which is based on 196r costs.
If there is a savings, a certain portion
is deducted to repay the company for
its costs for capiul investments
within 6o months of the time that
such changes were made. The re-
mainder is divided into two unequal
segments: 67.5% stays with the corn-
pany and 32.5/6 goes into the reserve
fund.

The reserve fund may be used for
a num,ber of different purposes. These
include the payment of bonuses as

was the case in the first four months
of the Plan's operation. The fund
may also be used for increased or
extra bcnefits such as more paid
holidays, longer vacations, insurance,
pensions, supplementary unemploy-
ment benefits (SUB), or for a shorter
work week.

Bonuses are distrihutcd on a

weighted basis to employees in
specific job categories. During March,
April and May of this year the
bonuses fuctuated from a low of
thirty cents an hour for a worker
with a base rate of $z.ro per hour
to a high of $i.35 for a toprated
worker. The bonus added an average
of $Zq to the Fontana worker's pay

for March, hS f"t April, and $77
for May. For the three-month pcriod,
this amour.-ted to a zz/s avcragc
increase over b,ase pay. The company
says that it is now paying an average
of $3.23 an hour at Fontana which
is 15% above the industry's hourly
average for the same period.

These bonuses, which cost the
company over $r million dollars in
three months, are considerably higher
than anyone had anticipated. Otne
of the locd union leaders felt that
the company may have intentionally
manipulated its purchases of ma-
terials and supplies to show sub-
stantial bonuses at the star,t of the
Plan. The company denies this and
cites three major reasons for the
large bonuses. The first is a major
cost-cutting program which began
in 196r and is now in full swing.
On top of this, volume has been very
high and this tends to reduce costs.
Finally, certain raw materials used
to make steel have had largc price
drops recently.

If in any month there arc no
savings from which a transfer may
be made into the reserve fund, the
Plan guarantces that the Fontana
workers will receive, at the least,
those benefits and wages which are
equal to those won by the steel-
workers' union in its negotiations
with thc basic steel manufacturers.
In this respect the Plan is unlike
most "profit-sharing plans" which
only distribute bonus payments when
the company makcs a profit.
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According to another section of the
Plan, each worker is guaranteed that
if his job is eliminated by technology,
he will be retrained ar his wage level
for twelve months. During this period
he will be assigned to a mill labor
pool for displaced workers. As a
member of this pool he can be
assigned to whatever jobs can be
found at the mill and he has first
call on any new openings. Since the
demand for steel frorn Fontana was
extrernely high during the first half
of. ry63, there was an increase in
employment and, therefore, this part
of the Plan has not yet been tested.

Many of the local union leaders
have expressed uneasiness about the
efficacy of this job security guaran-
tee. As a result a special watch-dog
committee has heen set up by the
union to police this section of the
agreement. Steel union leaders in
the West, who participated in the
drawing up of the Plan, admit that
the job guarantee feature represents
one of the relatively "grey" areas
which still remain to be proven. They
wonder if a definite line can always
be drawn between the worker who
is laid ofi as a result of a decrease
in sales volume and a worker who is
laid ofi as a result of new rechnology.
When business falls ofi sharply at
the same time that a new mechan-
ization program is eliminating iobs
this is bound to become a sharp
issue.

In exchange for the benefits de-
rived from the plan, the union has

agreed not to strike on automation
issues for a period of four years. It
has thus given the company a rela-
tively free hand at mechanizing the
mill extensively and rapidly. The
comp,any has indicated that it expects
to exploit this opportunity fully.

On which issues the union can
still strike is another significant ques-
tion which remains unanswered. The
union leaders claim it can still strike
on issues of contracting out work,
on grievance procedures and on
matters affecting seniority. But one
local union representative recently
indicated to the press that the Kaiser
Corporation may not agree with this
interp,retation of the right to strike.
To the public, the Plan has been
proclaimed as containing a fat no-
strike pledge for four years.

WHAT THE PLAN MEANS
FOR KAISER

From the point of view of the
Kaiser Steel Corporation which turns
out less than z/6 of all the steel in
the U.S., this Plan could turn out a

bonanza. The company was founded
with a Reconstruction Finance Cbr-
poration (government financed)
loan in the r94os. During its early
years it charged the same prices for
steel as were charged by Eastern
mills to Western customers. Kaiser
pocketed most of the $r4 a ton
freight difierential and earned very
substantial profits.

Foreign competition, mainly from
Japan, ended this price advantage.
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In 1958, to stay comperitive, Kaiser
reduced its prices by giving up the
freight diffeiential.'

Now, by cutting its overall costs
radicallp Kaiser hopes to increase
its total volume and its share of
the growing market for steel in the
West. It might even interesL some
of the really big rol.led steel users
in building p,lants in the West. With
a generous assist from unusually high
depreciation allowances (for tax pur-
poses) and the newly established
Internal Revenue investment allow-
ance, plus a $5 million tax loss carry-
back due frorn rg5z, Kaiser can well
1fiord to gaflxble on higher hourly
labor costs over the next few years
in the hope of grabbing a b,ig com-
petitive advantage in much lower
costs per ton of finished steel.

This approach may not be helpful
to the owners of Eastern mills, where
overall steel consumption is not grow-
ing as rapidly, but in the West it
can most certainly give Kaiser an
advantage. Since Kaiser Steel is con-
trolled by one of the most aggressive
newcomers to the ranks of the indus-
trial monopolies, it is not surprising
that the company seeks novel ap-
proaches to gain an advantage over
its older, more conservative com-
petitors. Operating in a section o{
the country which is growing faster
economically than the East and Mid-
dle West, Kaiser can afford to
maneuver in a way which might
not be p,rofitable or safe for the o,ther
major producers.

Great emphasis has been placed
by the Kaiser Corporation on its
guarantee of "uninterrupted produc-
tion" as a result of this plan. The
Plan spells out, in probab,ly the
greatest detail of any of the recent
contracts with major companies, a
long list of "management rights"
and the need for labor-management
cooperation so the company can run
its mill continuously and profitably.

This represents a familiar theme
often voiced by Edgar Kaiser and
James J. MacDonald, president of
the United Steelworkers of America,
on their mu,tual goal of labor-man-
agement harmony. But the harmony
is spelled out in this agreement in
terms that would delight the most
reactionary business executives.

More significantly, many advanced
workers fear that the Plan could
serve as a further brake on the mili-
tancy of the steelworkers, which has
been demonstrated many times at
Fontana in the past two decades.
Giving the workers a "vested
interest" in increasing production
has characteristically resulted in in-
creased class collaboration and a
corresponding decrease in class con-
sclousness.

WHAT'S IN THE PI-AN FOR
THE STEELWORKERS

Incentive plans are, by their nature,
dangerous since they are intended as

weapons of speedup and historically
are coupled with a disregard for the
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health and safety of the workers in
the interests of higher output. Des-
pite this, more than one union has
found a way to turn incentive plans
into their opposites. On occasion they
have, in facg been able to increase
real wages faster and p,rotect the
interests of their mernhership better
with the incentive system than was
possible previously.

This is, of course, not always the
case. In the steel industry's basic
mills, steeworkers on individual in-
centives and on group rates have
been ahle to exercise enough solidar-
ity and discipline to "control" rvages
on some operations. Their efforts
have proven sufficiendy efiective to
arouse a determination in the steel
corporations to end these incentive
systems. In fact, one of the objectives
of the new Kaiser Plan is to eliminate
these types of incentives and, so the
management hopes, rep,lace them
with more tractable systems.

In the final analysis, no incentive
system is any more dangerous than
the workers allow it to become,
despite the ground rules which are
always loaded in the company's
favor in the first place. Any plan
which protects the job security of a

large group of workers deserves
serious attention from the advanced
sections of the working class. It
seems clear that the Kaiser Plan
with all of its shortcomings and
dangerous features protects jobs of
Fontana workers better than they are
being protected in many other

plants and steel mills today.
Other steel producers are automat-

ing as rapidly as Kaiser but without
additional compensation for the steel-
workers or minimum job guarantees.
This can be seen readily from the
U.S. Department of Commerce
figures which show that employment
has dropped by more than rr5,ooo
production workers in steel since
rg57 @ drop of 2r%), although this
year's output of steel will exceed the
rg57 levelr On the other hand, wages
in steel have not kept pace wi,th this
increased productivity. The average
gross weekly wages in the industry
have gone up about 3/6 a year since
1957, which is about the same rate
as the cost of living has increased.
Output per man hour has climbed
more rapidly. For these reasons the
Kaiser plan is worthy of serious
study.

WHAT THE KAISER PLAN
LEAVES OUT

The Kaiser Plan does not tackle
the problem of creating new jobs
for the workers who have been laid
off or new workers. A shorter work
week could accomplish this in steel
as it has in the New York electrical
workers' union. While a door is ldt
slightly ajar for a future struggle on
this front through appropriate util-
izatj.on of the fund such a program
is not a central theme of the plan.

In asserting the right of thc Fon-
tana workers to keep their jobs in
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the face of automation, the Plan
does not cope with the central
problem facing the working people
of the United States. This is the need
to extend the right to a !o,b to all
workers. This is especially important
for the unemployed youth. Negroes,
Puerto Ricans and Mexican-Ameri-
cans. The Plan may well accomplish
the very limited task toward which
it was direaed but this is hardly
enough to solve the real problems
of all workers in the U.S. For this,
a difierent level of attention will be
needed.

A great effort will be needed to
rcafize the potential of even the
limited obiectives oudined in the
lengthy and complicated Kaiser Plan.
The class collaborationist language
of the contract can easily come in
confict with the class instruments of
the steelworkers, as it has in other
giant corporations in the past. To
prevent this, it will be necessary
to build even greater vigilance and
militancy than in the past.

David ]. MacDonald, Edgar Kaiser
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and the university professors all had
different motives in supporting the
plan. But they all support the profit
system unequivocally. For the steel-
workers, the Plan is one more s ep

in the search for iob security.
Whether they can translate even part
of this search into reality remains
to be seen. The big job of finding
work for the millions who are un-
employed remains on the agenda of
the labor movement under the head-
ing of "unfinished business." It will
take the united srength of organized,
labor in concert with its allies to
wlge a political struggle for the
right to jobs and security. Labor
will have to fight for the interests
of all the working class, .not just
thoe who at d{ib time have iobs;
without this suuggle the sons of the
longshoremen and steelworkers can
be the immediate victims of these

contracts, and the Negrq Puerto
Rican and Mexican-American youth
will remain permanently displaced
from the labor force.

CORRECTION

In the review of A Star to Stecr By, by Elizabeth Gurley Flynt (Political
Afrairs, ]uln 1963), page 64, left column, second paragraph, phrase should
riadt Booftcr T. Waihington and I were consigned to the bone yard; right
colurnn, next to last line, should read: job at $28.5o only as a night mate.

A Fishting PBoplB Forging UniU
By James E. Jackson

The upsurge of the Negro masses
to secure the full measure of their
equal rights as American citizens, is
a revolutionary movement of power-
ful social dynamism which is having
its impact upon all social forces and
relationships in our society.

This great movement of the Negro
people to be "free in'64" expresses
itself in militant mass demonsuations
of "direct non-violent action"
picketing, boycotts, work stoppages,
sit-ins, stand-ins, etc. It manifests
itself in mass meetings, rallies,
marches, lobrbying delegitions and
giant assemblies, where unjust racist,
jimcrow laws are violated en masse.

The major organizations of the
Negro people are swollen with the
surging tide of this revolutionary
passion and determination of the
Negro masses to secure now their
long denied rights.

The largest of these organizations
is the 4oo,ooo strong National
Association of the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP). whose
outstanding leader is Roy Wilkins.

The most renowned leader o'f the
movement is the head of the new
Southern Christian Leadership Con-
ference the Rev. Martin Luther King,
lr.

Smaller component parts of the
total movement have also outstand-
ing personalities in their leadership.

Among them are: the Congress of
Racial Equality (CORE) led by
James Farmer; the Student Non-
Violent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC) with lohn Henry Lewis
as president; the Negro American
Labor Council (NALC) which is
headed by the foremost Negro tr,ade
unionist, A. Philip Randolps, AFL-
CIO vice-president; the Urb4n
League, whose director is Whitney
Young.

In addtion to these national organ-
izations whose main activity is to
secure Negro rights, the various
fraternal organizations, such as the
Elks, and church bodies, such as the
National Baptist Convention, iden-
tify themselves with the program
and actively engage in one or an-
other aspect of the movement.

But the scope and tempo of the
revolutionary upsurge of the Negro
masses is far too sweeping to be
wholly contained within the esra-
blished national organizations. It is
also expressed through numerous
local organizations and struggle-
initiatives on specific issues and
aspects of the general ofiensive
against the total complex of the
system of segregation and discrimi-
nation.

There are diversity and at times,
differences in stress, in tactics and
specific undertakings as between the

4t
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several orghnizations and leaders
who comm6nd the action on the far-
fung battle front. At times one or
anotlrer leader and organization will
lag behind in response to the mili'
tant tluust of the masses but, in
general, there is a profound over-all
unity in the ever-developing struggle
and-common agreement is being
consciously cultivated and will no
douht become more formalized.

FIRM UMTY

The mettle of the rnovements'
unity was dramatically affirmed dur-
ine the White flouse conference

wfien each one of the 3r Negro
leaders affirmed the determination
of all others to go ahead with the
mass marc.h on Washington to Pro-
test the ,filibuster of the reactionary
solons against the Administration's
recommended Civil Rights Act of
1963. The July z consultation in
New York of some r5o leaders of
all the principle organizations mak-
ing-up the Negro freedom movement
is a further tes ament to the unity
that is being forged in the fires of
the mass struggle.

Since those days in May when
Birmingham's ex-police chief, Bull
Connor, set dogs upon demonstrat-
ing crowds of youth, bowled over
old people with high powered water
hoses, and helmeted police beat
women into the ground with their
bellies and rife buts, the magnitude
of the Negro people's uPsurge

throughout the South and the Prin-
ciple 

-ities of the country has brought
ahout an unprecendented Positive
response from the President of the
United States and the Adminstration.

The President has committed him.
self and his Administration to
securing new legislation and invok'
ing administrative measures to bring
a6ut the equality of status and
opportunity which American Ne-
gioes demand. "No President has

ever done this beforer" noted Walt6r
Lippmann, the columnist.

fhis new commitment marks a

reversal of form on the part of
the President and reveals that he
has properly iudged the "temper
of the rebellion that has been set

afame" by the mass rising of a

people who have unanimoously re-

solved to have their rights now.

RACISTS'FURY

In spite of the rallying of the
vast maiority of the nation to the
support of the just demands of the
Nigro people, the resistance of the
ultra-reactionaries-the racists, with
their vested interest in the system of
Negro segregation, who have
built political careers out of the
disfranchised status of Negroes and
who enrich themselves out of the
victims of racial discrimination-the
resistance of these reactionaries
grows more violent as their cause

becomes more desperate.
The main danger to victory of
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the movement for Negro freedom
remains that unholy combination
of Dixiecrat politicians of the Sena-
tors Richard Russell-James O. East-
land-stripe with their Northern
Republican ultra-Rightist colleagues,
such as Barry Goldwater. Their ill-
gotten political power is dependent
upon the continued disenfranchise-
ment of the Negro masses and main-
taining firm curbs upon the demo-
cratic masses in general. Also, they
serve those economic interests whose
profits are geared to the system of
white supremacy which facilitates
the double exploitation and wholesale
rohbery of the Negro masses as

workers and as consumers.
But as the segregationists are

more and more isolated and dis-
credited, the enemies of Negro
equality and of social progress for
the deprived masses in general, seek
to retard the advancing movement
for Negro freedom by other means
and agencies. Fundamentally, the
monopolist ruling circles of our
country fear the presence on the
political scene and the scene of social
action of a militant mass move-
ment of Negro working people
marching forward under the banner
of integration.

They foresee that victory in the
struggle of the Negro masses for
integration will Lrring the Negro
working people (95 percent of all
the Negro people) into a new, close
and direct relationship with their
class equals among the white masses.

It would establish the prerequisites
for common organization unity and
social action of the deprived masses
of Negro and white in struggle
against the monopolists in behalf
of common needs-for social pro-
gress, economic security, demociatic
renovations and world peace.

A victory for integration would
create the conditions for the united
action of Negro and white working
people against the monopolists, the
common exploiters; it would establish
the high ground on which the com-
mon people themselves could ad-
vance their own representatives for
public office, in opposition to those
of the men of the trusts.

Facing this prospect, the monopoly
ruling circles wish for the disintegra-
tion of the Negro people's move-
ment, no matter what substantial
concessions they may b,e compelled
to make in terms of rights to the
Negro people. Th.y dread the
thought of a fusion between this
movement and the growing discon-
tent among the many millions of un-
employed and deprived white
masses. They want to demobilize
quickly the cantagious example of
masses of marching blacks compel-
ling concessions from government
and the economic magnates through
the militancy of their manifestations
and the unity of their leadership.

Therefore, the ruling class circles
can be expected to nurture and stimu-
late divisionism among the forces
who make up the mighty movement
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of the Negro people. More than this,
they will do all in their power
to promote diversionists and pat-
ronize counter movements in the
orbit of the genuine movement of
the Negro people for freedom.

It is from this standpoint that we
must appraise the activities of Mal-
colm X, Muhammad, and the
Muslim organizations.

CONFUSIONISTS

The Muslim organiza[ion, in
general, and Malcolmn X, in par-
ticular, are ultra-reactionary forces
operating in the orbit of the Negro
people's movement, with the strategic
assignment to sow ideological confu-
sion, to dissipate the organization
energies of the Negro masses, to
promote divisionism within the Ne-
gro movement, and to alienate the
Negro movement from fraternal ties
with and support of comparably
deprived or democratically inclined
white masses.

The Muslim movement obiectively
serves the interests of the main
enemies of the cause of Negro free-
dom and equality.

The Muslims advocate a self-
contained society within the U.S.
They glorify the economic; poli-
tical and cultural isolation of Negro
communities in the cities of the
couhtry: and they call for the desig-
nation of one or more states or
areas by the Federal government for
development as closed territories of
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Negro resettlement and white exo-
dus.

They propagate the call for the
total separation of Negroes from
any manner of association with
whites. They call for Negroes to
divorce themselves from all iden-
tication with the nation.

They denounce all Negro lead-
ers who work for the integration
of the Negro people in the life
of the nation on a basis of equality
and freedom. Th.y represent all
white people, regardless of class

status and relationship to the ruling
power, as the enemies of the Negro

-"the white devilsr" as they say.

In sum, the Muslims in general,
and Malcolm X in particular,
are militant defenders of segregation
and the isolation o{ Negroes from
the life of the nation. Malcolm X and
the Muslim cultists are avowed op-
ponents of Negro.white unity includ-
ing trade union and class hrother-
hood of the workers.

They counterpose a mystique of
black racial supremacy to the racist
doctrine of white supremacy; they do
not fight racism, they merely ad-
vocate their own brand of the poison.
One brand of racism can hardly be
represented as an antidote to an-
other brand, but they make such
claims.

The r:,tterly reactionary essence
of the Muslim "program" is masked
in an attractive posture of militancy
which their leaders assume when
inveighing against the conditions
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which characterizc the oppressed and
super-exploited status of Negroes in
thc U.S.

Malcolm X describes the suffering
and misery of Negroes under the
heel of the jimcrow sysrem with an
eloquence and uee of popular idiom
and imagery such as evoke an iden-
tifying response from his listeners.
But this is demagogic come-on by a
conscious hucks er of worthless nos-
trums, which suc@r only the enemy
of tle Negro people, and debilitate
the unity and vision of the masses.

Malcolm X and his fellow cultist
leaders work untiringly to under-
mine the prestige of such viral
leaders of the Negro movement as
the Rev. Martin Luther King, Roy
Wilkins and others.

At rhe height of the Bull Con-
nor terror against the heroic Birm-
ingham demonstrations, Malcolm X
came forth with scurrilous attacks
upon Rev. King and the Southern
Christian Leadership C,onferencr.

ENEMY AGENT

With the gunmen-police of
Mississippi making wild rampages
in thc Negro community of Jackson,
where the NAACP leader, Medgar
Evers, gave up his life in the leader-
ship of a massive assault on this
bastion of segregation, Malcolm X
denounced Roy Wilkins and the
NAACP as an "L]ncle Tom leader
of an Uncle Tom Association which
is led by white folk."

Malcolm X in no sense of the
word can be considered a leader
of the Negro people, he is an agent
of their enemies and consequendy
an opponent of their progress. The
Muslims represent thc single most
reactionary and counter-revolution-
ary force among the organizations
in Negro life today.

They demagogically make a fam-
bouyant appeal to the subproletarian
mass of unemployed Negro youth
of the cities, but they offer no serious
program of struggle to relieve their
plight. The siren song would lead
the Negro movement onto thc reefs.
Their doctrine is so much sand in
the eyes of the masses. They arc as

a leach on t}te Negro freedom move-
ment - sucking its blood; wasting
its revolutionary energies; seeking to
divert it into a blind alley; all in
the service of the worst enemies of
the Negro people and the whole
American nation-the segregationists
and racists.

There are certain other personal-
ities who, in their egotism and ignor-
ance, persist in counter-posing their
conceited schemes to the primary
requirements of the movement of
the Negro masses.

They come forward as represent-
ing all other leaders as 'fsellout
artists" and glorify themselves as
the "true?' saviors of the people.
Whatever the merits of their contri-
bution in the past, the role they
play in the present situation only
brings grist to the mills of the
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A CLEANSING WIND GATHERS

About seven years ago it became clear that the McCarthyite pall that had
made neo-Conservatism dominant in intellectual circles was being lifted;
in the April, ry57 issue of Mainstream this writer published an essay .n-
titled, "The Campus is Changing." At that time, the change was visible
among.the students-and generally in such matrers they precede the faculties.
Now that change has advanced to the point where even the New Yorll
Tirnes is able to see it-or is unable any longer to fail to report it---so
palpable has it become.

Such changes fust appear among the students-still young, still un-
committed, still less tempted with "responsibilitiesr" "tenure" problems, etc.
But about two or three years ago, signs began to appear thit the change
had reached the faculties, and now such signs are quiie abundant; there is,
indeed, a veritable rebellion gathering among thesJ teachers and professors
against being treated as adult delinquents and against stultifying ristrictions
and frustrations.

Some o{ the reasons for this change. lie in the fact that the students of
six years ago form fractions of the faculties today. Furthermore, the historic
changes that have motivated ttre renaissance among students could not help
reaching faculty people, too-the colonial and national liberation move-
ments, and especially the great Cuban revolution, the analogous and re-
lated Negro people's struggles in the United States, the freshening winds
and remarkable advances from the Socialist world, the persistence and
deepening of social and economic and psychological failures in American
society, again, in the first place, the jim-crow system, and also unemploy-
ment, widespread poverty, purposelessness and alienation, the crises in
education and urban living, the callowness of the Establishment and its
Spokesmen-like Lerner and Hook and Schlesinger, ]r.-the emergence of
an ultra-Right danger with its limitless money and its frightful neo-fascism
and-above all-the conditioning for a projected World War Three.

Against this there has developed a vast resistance in the ideological, as

well as the moral and religious and organizational areas; this is still in
its early stages, I believe. I see a cleansing wind gathering in the United
States of such proportions as to dwarf altogether those which appeared in
the days of Jeflerson and Lincoln and Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

We wish this month to discuss some of the evidences of this as these
appear in four recent books whose authors represent different, though over-

segregationists.
Such a personaliry is Robert F.

Williams, whose utterly irresponsible
attacks upon the personalilties of
Negro leaders and their allies in
the thick of the b,attles here made
in his hroadcasts from Cuba and in
his newsletter The Crusa:der, must
be roundly denounced.

Also, it must be said that the
monthly magazine Liberator, in its
|uly editorial and editorial carroon,
went beyond the bounds of criticism
to compete with the worst of the
segregationist slanders of Negro
leadership and the Negro freedom
movernent, in exercising its hias
against the movement headed by
Martin Luther King.

It is necessary to expose the
connections, sinister purposes, and
the use which the enemy makes, of
such people as Malcolm X and
assorted diversionists. It is necessary
to call them by their rightful names
and defeat them ideologically.

It is also a tac- to be reckoned
with that some of the most re-
spected and dedicated of the Negro
people's leaders, who are themselves
often the target of slanderous red-
smears, continue to indulge in the
McCarthyite-age fashion of genu-
fecting More the "sacred symbol"
of anti-communism.

In modern times, when a third

of the world's people are living
under societies whose guiding ideas
are cornmunist, when another third
of the world's people find profitable
fraternal collaboration with commun-
ist societies and great liberating
strength in communist ideals and
ideas, it is not a mark of maturity
and sophistication for a people's
leader to garnish his speeches with
the bromides of. anti-communist
vouchsafes and red-baiting asides.

Anti-communism can only foster
divisionism in the ranks of the
movement at a time when the para-
mount resolution of all conscious
forces are striving to enhance its
unity for victory in the sharp batdes
that still are to be fought in order to
consolidate gains made and to secure
full freedom.

**{t

The Negro freedom movement
stands on the threshold of a great
victory. In the mighty revolu,tionary
upsurge of the Negro masses against
segregation and discrimination, so-
cial forces are being activized, fight-
ing alliances of the common people
are being forged such as will carry
our nation forward to a genuine
new birth of democracy, of peoples
well being, social progress and
peace.
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lapping, generations. We havc in mind: Committncnl, by Willard Uphaus

lNtcCiaw-UilI, N.Y., 26 ppu $+.gS); Notnads and Cotnmissus: Mongolia
Rcuisited, by Owen Lattimore (Oudord University Press, N.Y, 233 PP"
$S.Z); Rcuolurion: Fiac Centuries of Europe in Conflict, edited by Charles
H. George (Dell Publishing, N.Y., 5r2 pp. paper only, 75i); and Norman
Pollack, The Populist Response to Indastrial America (Harvard University
Press, 166 pp" $3.5o).

COMMITMENT
Dr. Uphaus' volume is the fascinating account of the experiences and

thinking that have marked his life from childhood days on an Indiana farm
back in the r89o's to his present outstanding position in the struggle to
produce a socieiy of equality, brotherhood and peace. The boo! has special

importance for it is thl chronicle of development of a "typical American"

-white, Protestant, not especially poor,-who was the first teacher at the
first consolidated high-school for rural areas in the United States, and who
became one of McCarthyism's political prisoners and an embodiment of
radical dissent against dominant values.

Dr. Uphatrs' ipecial training was in theology and philosophy; to this
was added an immersion in the democratic concepts of ]efierson, Thoreau
and Lincoln. Here was a man who took the |udeo-Christian cthic seriously

and who really helieved in the Declaration of Independence. Naturally,
then, he devoted his energy and learning to the effort to realize the pre-

cepts of both in life, and in the life around him. This led him more and
*ore orrt of the classroom and into organizational work-as the National
Rcligion and Labor Foundation of the New Deal days, the American
Peace Crusade of the post-World ![ar II years, and most recently the
World Fellowship.

That such a man would choose iail rather than turn informer was of
course certain; much of Commitment is taken up with the fascinating story

of Uphaus'persecution by New Harnpshire and his gn?ear imprisonment.
Through this harassment and suffering as through his -entire lifq Dr.
Uphaui' strength has come not only from an impregnable conviction of
righteorrn.ss but also from the love and suPport showered upon him by
tens of thousands who know a man of honor when they see one.

As a nation, Dr. Uphaus is convinced, "self-examination and penitence
are morc in order than hostility and threats, and thc sooner we make
heroic efforts not simply to coexist, but to co'act for the good of humanity,
the better."

Evoking the image that Thoreau drew of the radical as the distant and
difierent drummer, Uphaus concludes his testament with the question:
"Cruld it not be that now more and morc of my fellow Americans are
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hearing that same distant drummer call us all to march together for peace
and brotherhoodl" ffis answer is in the afErmative, as his life has been
one grand afirmation of the invincibility of commitment to human progress.

THE MEAMNG OF MONGOLIA

Owen Lattimore also was honored as one of McCarthyism's prime
targets. Being an outstanding authority on the life and history of Asia,
Professor Lattimore's writings necessarily collided with the mythology of
the ultra-Right; his position gave those writings an impact that required
their creator's discrediting. In the end, however; after a nightmare of per-
secution, vindication came, although it must be said that Professor Lattimore
has chosen recently to teach nor at Johns Hopkins but rather in Great
Britain.

His latest book is among his most significant. Professor Lattimore is
fuent in,Russian, Chinese, and Mongol; he has been an on-the-spot inves-
tigator of- the area dealt with in this volume since 19z6 and most recendy
in 196r; this volume is the r6th he has produced dealing with he area.

It is a study of the Mongolian People's Republic and has insights and
data of value to anthropologists, geographers and historians. Its greatest
contemporaneous significance, however, lies in the fact that it is a testimonial
to the human blessings brought a hitherto exuemely impoverished people
by Socialism; it documents the fundamental consequence for that advance
of the fraternal assistance of other Socialist countries and in particular that
of the Soviet Union; it gives the lie, ar leasr in this particulir case, to the
absurd cries about "Soviet. imperialism"l it hammers home the reality of
fraternal solidarity of peoples-European and Asian, white and non-wlrit..
In all these respects Lattimore's book is of basic importance for several of
tfre key debates- now raging throughout the world,-and most parricularly
the question of the successful development of so,called "undirdeveloped
countries."

This is of such importance, that it will not be out of place to quote
Lattimore at length. As for pre-revolutionary Mongolia-a country ihree
times the size of France, but with a population of only one miliion---ii[
was then, an "extreme example of a colonial economy, selling raw materials
at low prices and buying manufactured goods (sometimes-made from its
own raw materials) at high prices." But:

What the world most needs to know about Mongolia today is that it
is an outstanding example of the successful development of one country
by a planned program of aid from anorher country. Forty years ago thl
nation w-as poor,- ,the economy prigitive, the political system antiquated
and ineficient, the society sluggish. Today thc Mongols are, I bclievc,
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better fed and better clothed than any other people in Asia. . . The
distribution of this high standard of living is remarkably equal. There
are no depressed areas, no depressod class, and because of underpopulation
there is no unemployment.

All of this could not have been accomplished if the Mongols had not
been a gifted people, able to respond to opportunity; but also it would
have been impossible without Soviet aid. More recently, Mongolia has had
aid and expert personnel from other countries of the Soviet bloc, and
loans, gifts and labor battalions from China, u the main program has
always been Russian, and the over-all results can be judged as an example
of Soviet theory and practice in carrying out a program of aid and
development.

"Intellectual life," writes Lattimore, "in Mongolia is exciting, diverse,
and vigorous," and some of the most fascinating pages in his book ofier
details on this life, so closed to the parochial and racist outlook dominant
in the United States. No wonder, that in Professor Lattimore's expert
opinion, "the overwhelming majority of Mongols-not just members of the
Party and the Government. . . think that their country is on the right
course; they like it the way it is; they think that the present is much better
than the past; and there is a buoyant optimism about the future. . .."

REVOLUTION

As Lattimore is younger than Uphaus, so Charles H. George is younger
than Lattimore. His life of less than 6ve decades has been devoted to teach-
ing-Stanford, Pomona, Washington, Pittsburgh Universities and now as

professor of history at Northern Illinois. His excellent monograph, The
Protestat t Mind of the English Reformation, earned the respect of all
historians. Now he has produced this very large volume entitled simply
Reu olution ; that McGraw-Hill publishcd Uphaus' uncompromisingly radical
volume is in line with the fact that Dell has issued this as a modestly-
priced paperback.

Generally speaking, dominant historiography in the English-speaking
countries for the past f,fteen or twenty years, has labored to show either
that Revolutions hitherto so considered really weren't revolutionary at all
(a la Daniel Boorstin) or that The Price of Reuolutioa, as D. W. Brogan
sought to prove, was-too high. This most certainly is not the view of
Professor George.

His book is a skillfully edited anthology of writings illustrating the
ideas and activities of revolutionists in Europe for the past five hundred
years. Revolutions in Bohemia, England, Holland, France, and Russia are

dealt with at some length, and writings frorn Winstanley to Marx, from
Luther to Lenin are ofiered.
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For me, there were three outstanding conclusions that the data forced:
r) the bestiality of the status quo evoked the revolutionary efforts; z) the
initiative and strength of the masses---of the non-propertied-were funda-
mental features of all the revolutionary struggles; 3) the progress of man-
kind is a reality and revolutionary efiorts and leaps represent the most
splendid pages in history.

The meaning of his collection for American readers and the social order
of the United States today is made quite explicit by Professor George in
his preface, for "in a world alive with novelty and wonder we sit cowed
in a corner of blinded delusion, hoping desperately that the realities of
change and daring effort will move on and leave us happily half-made and
at peace." "Herer" George adds, "is the record of the radicals. I want you
to share my feeling that they are a wonderful crew, and that they represent
not the sinister, dark terror in our tradition, but the best, solidest, the
soaringest stufi that is in us."

Rather deftly he notes the anti-revolutionary bias that permeates so
much of historical writing, so that, for example, "What is only human and
good. sense and practical wisdom in the compromises and double-talk of the
successful man, is damnable cowardice and futility in the radical." His own
contempt for the exploitative essence of capitalism and its parasitic morality
is not hidden; he has only admiration for the revolutionaries who have
battled "for humanistic ideals against the persuasive and inexorable canni-
balism of the economics of acquisition." Nor is his conclusion more equivo-
cal: "Marxism-Leninism has provided-provides-the essential solution for
the radical revolutionists, the alienated groups, the workers and peasants,
of societies in similar flux, in similar adjustment to the exigenciJs of the
modern world."

POPULISM

Of our four authors the youngest is Dr. Norman Pollack, of Yale's history
department. His work is the most brief of the four volumesl it is a firsi
book and is limited in subject matter-namely, what was the ideological
character of Populism in the United Statesl

Pollack denies-and substantiates his denial-that Populism was back-
ward in the sense of being anti-industriat or anti-technological. He demon-
strates that on the contrary it welcorned industrial development but was
distressed at the anti-social uses made of this development by an increasingly
monopolistic capitalism. He shows, also, that the idea that the fopulist
movement was anti-labor is contrary to the evidence; if anything that
evidence leads him to conclude that what resistance there was to labor-farmer
unity came more from the cities than from the rural areas.
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Pollack also demonstrates the great similarity between the ideas and
purpose of Populism and those of Marxism, and he offers the view that
this undercuts the tenaciously held idea of the uniqueness of American
historical development--or the "exceptionalism" so dear to the hearts of
anti-Marxists in the United States. After drawing comparisons between
Populism and Marxism, Pollack concludes with this significant paragraph:

What, therefore, emerges from the comparison of Populism and
Marxisml Since the similarities concern not superficial points but total
views of capitalism, the following is clear: Populism, mcasured by Marx's
own writings, ofiered a highly radical critique. Further, Populism can also
be seen as more than an agrarian movement; its critique was possessed
neither with the agrarian question nor the desire to turn back the clock
on industrial development. But the comparison suggests even morel it
provides fertile ground for historical imagination. Thus, the question
immcdiately becomes, how can thc similarities of totally indepcndent
systems of thought be explaincd<specially whcn lincs of communication
are absent, and intellectual roots so totally difierent? Therc are only two
logical possibilities: chance, and the existence of similar his,torical contexts.
Rejecting the first as unlikely, one confronts an extremely exciting
prospect, perhaps ev€n a new working hypothesis for determining the
course of American history: If, in their respective periods, Populism and
Marxism pointed to the same features of capitalism, it follows that
capitdist development assumed thc same pattern in the United States
and Western Europe. In a word, the Populist experience might well
challenge a basic proposition in historical wri,ting-the uniqueness of
America.

In this key passage, I think Dr. Pollack is overstating the degree to which
lines of communication were absent and is omitting the influence of the
existence of such lines and even of immigration. I think, too, he might
have noted that there have been hidtorians working in the United States
who have insisted on the error of exceptionalism for some decadbs and
that a certain body of historical writing exists to bolster this denial. These
are minor points, howeverl the main thing is Dr. Pollack's discovery for
himself, on the basis of massive research in manuscript and other primary
sources, that the exceptionalist view which denied the ielevance of Marxism
for American history is at least questionable. The dignity and seriousness,
too, with which Dr. Pollack treats the Marxist view are altogether welcgmc
and a long-needed corrective in Arnerican historiography.

It is most unfortunate that Dr. Pollack omitted the South in his inves-
tigations. Populism had great strength there and since the social order was
so markedly different in the South as compared with the East and tho
West, its omission is especially damaging. This is all the more rrue since,
in the r89o's, almost the entire Negro population lived in the South; this
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also gave a distinctive and mo.re militant character to Populism in the
South tlran elsewhere. ,,,' ,,

, An addidonal note oI criticisin must 'be struck. In connection with a
quotation from Engels, Dr. Pollack writes I "Today there is a native working
class, but no social protest. Were Populist fears therefore justified, that
its defeat would mean the death knell of radicalisml"

I think there is much social protest in the United States; this exists
because there is social injustice in the United States. That z5/s of the "native
working class" in the United States that is Negro surely are protesting;
and there is a cumulative sense and reality of protest among the remaining
757o too, as among other elements in the population-not least being the
youth and the intelligentsia, as Dr. Pollack's book itself testifies.

Norman Pollack's first book is important; I hope it marks only the
beginnings of his own exciting productiveness. I am sure that it is one of
the signs of a positive and healthy turn in American intellectual life.

A NEW CATHOLIC QUARTERLY

As part of this turn, I include the appearance of a new quarterly journal,
Continuum, whose volume one, number one is dated Spring, 1963. This
periodical is sponsored by Saint Xavier College, in Chicago and, judging
by the first number, is a kind of quarterly CommonrueaL That is, it is a lay
Catholic and liberal magazine, but it has the space for more probing and
thoughtful articles than can appear in the weekly. The first number showed
special concern, naturally, with the question of peace; on this, as on other
social questions with which it dealt-from racism to church-state relations-
the magazine breathes ,the manner and content of the late Pope John's
historic Pacem in Tenis encyclical.

The whole spirit of this first number is one calling for a dialogue among
men and women of all faiths and all persuasions throughout the world.
It does not hide its hostility to what it considers and calls "Marxism-
Leninism," but it also does not hide its hostility to any idea that this
"Marxism-Leninism" can be undone by some military exercise. It must
be lived with these Editors hold, and argued against; what is called for
is debate, not mutual annihilation. The Editors, above all, condemn a blind
fanaticism which is so characteristic of the ultra-Right; in their lead article,
"The Aftermath of Cuba" they conclude: "We have split the image from
the substance and are playing with our own refections; we have become
spectators whirled into a frenzy by every newsreel, forgetting that it is we
who are implicated in the event, and that no matter how much solidarity
there may be on our team, no matter how many fans on our side, no matter
how many bonds of blood brotherhood may unite us, this is not a game, and
there shall be no winners."



By R. E. Stone

]ohn F. Kennedy vila3 not e1e&ed
President to preside over the liquida-
tion of the United States empire. But
that liquidation, begun before he
reached his present eminence, is con-
tinuing despite his efforts to contain
and reverse it. The massive Chinese
Revolution on the empire's periphery
and the volcanic Cuban Revolution at
its center are part of the inexorable
process of disintegration of the last
of the empires. This one consists for
the most part not of direct colonies
but of dependent and dominated coun-
tries; it wears the trappings of anti-
colonialism and gilds oppressions with
the rhetoric of freedom. It is empire
aod plunder nevertheless. That both
these revolutions, so difierent in so
many ways, took the path of socialism
is sympomatic of the fact that capital-
ism's general crisis has deepened, that
on a world scale imperialism is now
on the defensive and can no longer
shape the future in its image.

The Cuban Revolution represents a
confuence of three great revolutionary
currents of the zoth century: the Latin
American democratic, anti-feudal, anti-
imperialist revolution which had pre-
viously reached its high point in the
Mexican Revolutionl the revolt since
World War II of hundreds of millions
of the hungry colonial and semicolonial
peoples that has brought political in-
dependence to so many nations of Asia
and Africa; the socialist revolution,
begun in Russia in r9r7, given a new
dimension in China in ry49, now em-
bracing one-thind of the world's popu-
lation and increasingly afiecting the
destiny of all mankind.

The Cuban itevolution erupted in a
small country of only Tooorooo, but
it has a large significance. In the 6rs
place, it occurred in the main sphere
of U.S. economic, political and military
domination, Latin America, and in,that
Caribbean rnare fiostrurn whefe this
domination has been most concefltrated.
Secondly, it took place in that country
which (except for direct colonies like
Puer,to Rico) had.,'bben most "Ameri-
cariznd" by U.S. imperialist p€netra-
tion and whose relationship to the
United States was most colonial and
dependent. Third, it quickly became
the most radical social revolution that
the western hemisphere has known, a
socialist breakthrough in the domain
of the strongest capitalism. Finally, it
has exposed the limits of imperialist
power in dre present era: a nation of,

/rooolooo has successfully defied one
of the two mightiest nuclear powers
and despite all efforts to subvert and
extinguish its revolution, is building
socialism four and a half years after
the initial victory. This zoth cenrury
miracle has an earthly, human, scien-
tific explanation.

The literature in English that seeks
to explain, interpret, analyze, evaluate
the Cuban Revolution is already con-
siderable. Some of it is worthless or
of dubious value. Among the latter
the most infuential is Theodore
Draper's Castro's Rcuolution: Myths
and Realities, which uses the methods
o{ quasi-scholarship to confirm pre-
fahricated pre,judices in which the
myths and realities are reversed.

Two distinguished recent additions
to this literature are |. P. Morray's
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Thc Second Reuolution in Cuba
(Monthly Review Press, $3.25) and
William Appleman Williams' 'The

United States, Cuba, and. Castra
(Monthly Review Press, $3.25). To
iome extent these nvo short books
(cach is less than zoo pages) comple-
ment each orher, The Second Reuolu-
tion in Cubi bang concerned with
the revolution p€r se, the Williams
book dealing lalgely with U.S.{uban
relations since 'rthe Revolution. The
two authors also [avc o1e lackgro]rnd
experience in coniqnon: both got their
acidemic baptism at the U.S. Naval
Academy in Annapolis+trange waters
indeed if, mixing the metaphors, one
considers the ports to which they
eventually sailed.

Professor Morray, author of. From
Yalta to Disarmament, spent nearly
two years in Cuba (October r96o-]uly
ry62) ar,d was able to observe at first
hand much of what his book covers.
IIe writes frankly as a Marxist-Lenin'
ist. And he has ,taken for his book
magisterial rnodels: Karl Marx's The
Eighuenth Brumairc of Louis Bona.
parte andThe Class Strugglc in France.
and sought to write in that style aru-'{

spirit. To say that he falls short r\
not to diminish the book's admirable'
quali,ties and the large measure of
success it achieves in applying the
historical materialist approach to thc
Cuban Revolution.

"Every revolutionr" writes Professor
Morray in his introduction, "looks like
a betrayal from the point of view of the
parties overthrown. Treason to the
outworn is the other side of fidelity to
the new social order struggling to take
over the stage from past rulers. What
appears to the state Department as a

betrayal of one revolution is in reality
a second revolution. . . . The'betrayal'

was an irrepressible. October Revolu-
tion in Cuba, as scandalous to the
Cuban landlords, bourgeoisie, Men-
sheviks, Social Revolutionaries, and
their Americao brethren as the Ten
Days that Shook the World had been
to their Russian and European counter-

Irarts in r9r7."
Here in outline is Professor Morray's

basic conception: two revolutions took
place in Cuba, one hat overthrew the
dictatorship and created a liberal re-
public, the second a socialist revolution
that nationalized the banks and 8o
percent of Cuba's industrial capacity,
with state power wielded'by men who
had become the representatives of the
working class. This second revolution
necessitated no new insurrection, but
it required a maturing of economic and
political conditions and an ideological
transformation in the Ciuban people
and the Revolution's leadership headed
by Fidel Castro. The major contribu-
tion of Professor Morray's book is its
vivid exploration of the process by
which one revolution evolved into the
other, as well as ghe process of change
in the thought and action of Fidel
Castro who embodied the dynamic of
both revolutions. In the events and
personalities it describes the boqk gives
us a brilliant closeup of a greaf social
revolution bursting with the conflipt
between the new and the old, driveo
forward by interacting class and anti-
imperialist struggle.

The concept of two revolutions-
adds a new dimension to what had pre-
viously been written in this country
about Cuba. It helps show the con-
nection between radical agrarian re-
form and an iiimperialist measures
launched under pre-socialist condtions
and the socialist revolution. This con-
cept has not been spun out of someone's
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head; this is the way it actually hap
pened in Cuba. And Morray implicity
corrects the book by Leo Hu.berman
and PauI Sweezy, Anotomy of a Rc-
ttolution, which attempted to cross
socialist bridges prematurely and
further compounded confusion by pro-
claiming "the peasant character oI
the regimer" thus adumbrating a

"peasant socialism" that the founders
of scientific socialism could not have
foreseen even in their nightmares.

The distinction between the two
stages of the Revolution is one that
Fidel Castro himself has made. In a
speech (fan. z, ry52) on the Revolu-
tion's third anniversary, referring to
the period when the U.S. government
began organizing the Bay of Pigs
invasion, he said: "The Revolution
was not yet socialist in those days, fo:
the process of social, political and eco-
nomic development cannot be :bypassed.

Cuba's revolutionary process began
with the stage of national liberation,
introducing a number of measures
which corresponded to that stage. Once
the first ones were fulfilled, when the
task of national liberation had been
completed, the Revolution entered the
stage of building socialism."

Morray divides the Cuban Revolu-
tion into three periods. In the
firs the victorious coalition of diverse
classes and groups began to fall apart
as democratic reforms aroused the
hostility of capitalist interests and con-
servative politicians as well as of their
Washington and Wall Street patro'ns.
In these first few months Castro
pleadod with the capitalists to co-
operate, but instead they abandoned
their enterprises and fed to the United
States, forcing the government to
"intervene" their business to kaap
them operating and thcir workers em-

ployed. Morray points out that "these
emergency steps preparcd the ground
for later, decisive measures with con-
scious socialist goals." He apdy sums up
the dialectics of the situation: "BecausL
the bourgeoisie were not willing to
allow the worst of the economic condi-
tions to be corrected by radical reforms
within the established social system,
they accelerated a Revolution that pur-
sues its economic goals by putting a
new class in power, with political and
social consequences that otherwise
might have been postponed for many
more years."

This was the testing time of Fidel
Castro, in which he was feeling his
way, still bound by prejudices and
suspicions about the Cuban Commun-
ists, still clinging to some illusions
about capitalism, still seeking some
nebulous middle way called "humar-
ism." Morray perceptively traces the
evolution of Castro from a Left-revolu-
tionary nationalist with vague socialist
leanings to a Marxist-Leninist.

It was also a testing time of the
Culan Communists, who by their deep
dedication to thc Revolution, their
tactical suppleness, their efforts to unite
all revolutionary forces, their unflag-
ging yet unostentatious support of
Castro's policies helped him overcome
prejudices and won his trust.

Morray defines the second period of
the Revolution as one of defense of
the Communists, and he dates it from
President Llrrutia's press conference
on June 2?, 1959 in which he de-
nouncod the Cbmmunists. This was
followed by a similar blast from Pedro
Diaz l-anz, Chief of the Revolutionary
Air Force, who then fed to the micro-
phone of Senator Eastland's Internal
Security Subcommittee, and by the
attempte putsch-by-resiqnation of
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Major Hubert Matos. It seems to me it
would be better to set this second
period in the larger context of the
launching of the social revolution in
the countryside through ,the Agrarian
Reform Law of May 1959. This was a
major watershed. It touched ofr howls
of anquish from the landlor.ds and
their political handymen, produced
new desertions of Washington-oriented
politicos and businessmen, served as

e pretext for renewed attacks by the
Eisenhower monopoly press, and
brought to a head the issue of Com-
munism and anti-Communism.

"The developing hostility of the
propertied classes to the radical eco-
nomic reformsr" writes Morray, "forced
the leadership of the Revolution . . . to
recognize the class division that was
taking place. As bourgeois support
veered into opposi ion, the solidarity
of the proletariat became a life-and-
death question for the Revolution. But
where the proletariat was, there also
were the Cbmmunists. . . . Whar now
begins to take place is a division within
the z6th of |uly Movement and the
Rebel Army over the question of co-
operation with the Communists."

The major battleground of this
struggle was the trade-union movement.
Nowhere else in English, as far as
I know, has the story of this struggle
-<ne of ,the most crucial in the entire
Revolution-been presented with so
much detail and clarity. The labor
movement had emerged frorn the Ba-
tista period with many of the stigmata
of the past when it was controlled by
corrupt, reactionary henchmen of the
diotator. After the Revolution the labor
federation became a stronghold of the
Righrwing of the z6th of fuly who dis-
rupted the unity with the Communist
trade unionisti forged in the last

months of the dictatorship. In the batde
for unity that ensued Castro threw his
influence against anti-Cbmmunism in
order to consolidate the working class
behind the Revolu ion.

Interwoven in Morray's story of the
Cuban Revolution is the dark thread
of sharpening conflict with the United
states. This treads on {amiliar ground
and is discussed more extensively and
searchingly in Williams' book. As in
the case of the Cuban bourgeoisie, "that
history of the maturing Cuban Re-
volution would have been slower and
rougher had the United States nor
accelera.ted it by trying to reverse it."

The third period of the Revolution
is what Morray calls the turn toward
socialism; i,t coincides with the most
acute phase of the anti-imperialistic
struggle in the second half of 196o. In
this confllict Cuba found it necessary
to abandon attempts at neutralism and
to form a de lacto alliance with the
Soviet Union which ofiered massive
economic aid, and, if necessary, mili ary
assistance as well. Morray points oui
that "in fact there can be no neutrality
for Castro between a state tha is trying
to destroy his government and anolher
that is doing everything necessary to
give it protection. During this period
he and his colleagues were forming the
conclusion given public expression
many months later: the Cuban Reaolu-
tion could not haae suruiaed ercept
for the lrrlp o! the Sooiet Union." (My
emphasis - R. E. S.) Here is one oi
the principal clues to the Cuban
"miracler" clearcut evidence that
socialism is 'the decisive force in the
world today. And Soviet friendship
and aid as well as U.S. hostility ani
economic aggression became powerful
impulses toward socialism in Cuba.

A closeup sometimes sufiers from
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lack of perspective. This is Partly true
of Morray's book. Its concentration on
the events that began lan. r, 1959

omits the background that for most
readers is essential for understanding
those events. Agrarian reform is given
less than its due, the Revolution's vast
educational program remains off-stage;
a ove all, this reader would have aP'
preciated some discussion of the new
-Cuba's difficult economic problems.
Professor Morray also overworks his-

torical analogies: they sometimes mys-
tifu rather than clarify. Occasionally,
cairied away by enthusiasm, he uses ex-
pressions that are exaggerated or in-
i.",rrate. Thus: "Through Castro, who
is the Cuban Soviet, the workers dis-

cover their own interest and participate
in the direction of society by ratifying
his initiatives." On page 33 we are told:
"In these'March Diys'of 1959 Castro's

character as a virtual Cbmmunist began

to appear;" and on PaEe 45rtwo months
late;t "Castro was at this moment a

Cuban Sun Yat-sen, with Reaolucion

[the z6th of ]uly paperl urging liq
io take the anti-Cbrnmunist road of
Chiang Kai-shek."

But- dl this is minor. No book
conveys the drama, tension and dyna-
rnic movement of the Revolution as

well as this one.

II

William Appleman Williams, one of
the most distinguished and creative
contemporary historians, is professor of
Americln history at the University of
Wisconsin. He is one of the rare uni-
versity professors who publicly acknow-
ledgei his debt to Marx and Engels
(alihouqh not himself a Marxist) and

iffi.*r "hir b"li.f, as he did at the
eod of his previous book,The Contours

ol Ameican History, that the most
desirable destiny for Americans is
socialism. In The United Stotes, Cuba,
and Castro he has written a penetrating
analysis of the main-springs of the
Cuban Revolution and its interaction
with U.S. policy; it is in my opinion
the most efiective book on Cuba for
doubting Thomases whose number is
legion. Professor Williams did not per-
sonally visit the new Cuba, but his
book is a work of impressive scholar-
ship, tightly reasoned and persuasively
written so that it never loses contact
with the questioning reader. This
book is, moreover, a direct challenge
to the State Department's favorite
"experts" on Cuba, particularly Theo-
dore Draper, whose Olympian casuis-
tries Williams demolishes with fine
precision.

Professor Williams states his premise
in the in roduction that the present
impasse in U.S.-Cuban relations cannot
be understood "unless one begins with
,the central truth that Cuba was ours to
lose. This uncomfortable fact cannot be
washed away. Not even the most ela-
borate and sophistica ed exercise in
disingenuousness can in the end cir-
cumnavigate the existence of. an
American empire which included
Cuba." The first chapter, called "The
Epoch of Empirer" is a summary
review of the years 1895-1959 when
the United States dominated and ex-
ploited Cuba. Williams argues that
the United States had an extensive
responsibility as of Jan. r, rg5g, to
demonstrate that it planned to change
its policy to conform with "its pro.
fessed ideals and promises." He might
have added 'that Washington's active
support of the Batista dictatorship
almost up to the moment of its over-
throw made that responsibility even
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greater and more urgent.
The rest of the book is concerned

with demonstrating that far from as-
suming this responsibility, ,he United
States, under both the Eisenhower and
Kennedy Administrations, by its ac-
tions and omissions sought to subvert
and strangle the Cuban Revolution.
Williams treats the Revolution's course
as partly fulfilment of Castro's original
radical program, partly a reflection of
the alliance with the Cuban Commu-
nists and the ies with the Soviet
IJnion, both of which the author in-
terprets as forced upon the Castro
regime by U.S. policy and internal
counter-revolution.

One of the most original aspects of
the book is its discussion of the rela-
tion of Castro's program o ,the Cuban
Constitution of, ry4o. The U.S. capi-
talist press and assorted hostile com-
mentators have repeatedly charged
Castro with breaking his promise to
restore the r94o Constitution which
Ba ista had suspended. Professor
Williams took the trouble to read
the Constitution and study its history.
He points out that this document,
which has become a banner of the
State Department and the Cuban exiles,
was originally opposed by 'Cuban con-
servatives who were largely dependent
upon American business operations."
Failing to prevent its adoption, "they
were able-until the advent of Castro

-to keep the Constitution from being
used as a guide to, and as an active
instrument of, government action."

This was a radical Constitution,
Williams argues; it called for agrarian
reform and sta e direc ion of the econ-
omy and contained important social
welfare provisions. His analysis leads
him to two conclusions which he
italicizes: 'lThe Cuban Constitution ol

t94o could not be pat into opelation
aithout disrupting the basic substancc
and torrc of traditional American-
Cuban relations." "The Constitution
of t94o could not be put into operation
saae through a profound social reaolu-
tion,"

These conclusions serve as the
springboard for a spirited assault orr
Draper's thesis that Castro "betrayed"
the Revolution. "If commitment to the
Constitution is at the heart of the
matterr" Williams writes, "then Castro
was not promising a middle-class revo-
lurion. He is not, as Draper claims, a
middle<lass revolutionary turning the
Revolution against the middle class.
He is instead a radical revolutionary
engendering increasing opposition from
the upper and middle classes." Of
Draper himself Wrlliams observes: "He
writes about Castro's betrayal of the
Revolution almost as though the Revo-
lution itself was a schoolbook exercise
in politics. Draper's world of revolution
is cut of cardboard."

Another of the book's contributions
is its exploration of Washington's role
in Castro's efforts to obtain outside
economic aid during the first few
months of the new regime. The Revo-
lution was faced with an economic
crisis inherited from Batista and in a
larger sense from the many years of
U.S. domination. It was also- con-
fronted with criticism and defection
by bourgeois elements and pressure of
the masses to fulfill its promises. Pro-
fessor Williams investigated what hap
pened when Castro came to the United
States in April 1959 and tried to obtain
a large loan not frorn the Eisenhower
administration but from the fnterna-
tional Monetary Fund, which is under
strong U.S. influence. Williams did
not succeed in uncovering all the facts,
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but obtained enough evidence to point
to the conclusion: "Chstro could obtain
aid only by acquiescing in terms that
would'prevent him from carrYing
throush-the social revolution...."

Aft]er discussing the rebufi of
Castro's second bid in May 1959 when
he proposed that the United States

lend thi Latin American countries $3o
billion, Williams comments drYlY:
"... one may agree with Draper that
up to this time the United States had
nlt committed any overt act against
Castro and the Cuban Revolution. It
had merely decided to stand bY and
let both of them go through the
wringer. Accompanied by the Cuban
people."- 

This marked a turning point in the
Revolution in the opinion of Profes-
sor Williams. It was followed bY

Castro's decision to take " wo cruiial
calculated risks." One was the Pro-
vision written into the Agrarian Re-

form Law to set up cooperatives, fol'
lowed by the government's decision to
throw iis weight behind them. Thc
second calculated risk: "he accepted in'
creasingly generous and extensive pa.r'

ticipating iupport from the Cuban
Communist Party in the revolutionary
coalition and government."

Both actions intensified the opposi-
tion of the United States and the Cuban
would-be architects of a regime in the
pre Batista image. But while Professor
Williams regards the agarian reform
as an organic part of the Revolution
which brought benefits to the Cuban
people, he implies that the alliance
vd,th the Cuban Communists was aq

""ior*r,. 
necessity because "thi

United States closed ofl the one main
chance Castro had to make his Revolu'
tion without turning to the Commu'
nists in Cuba and to the Soviet l]nion."

Abou this point more later.
In discussing the April 1916r inva-

sion Williams develops some specula-
tive ideas about the virtues of Eisen'
hower as compared with the vices of
Kennedy. He doubts that Eisenhower-'
"would have given the go-ahead signal
for the invasion of Cuba." At least
one of the reasons Williams gives for
this unprovable statement: Eisen-
hower's deep concern about "America's
moral integrity," failed to function
when the Eisenhower Adminis ration
organized the violent overthrow of the
democratic government of Guatemala
in 1954. Williams' strong criticism of
Kennedy rests too heavily on psycho'
Iogical and ideological attitudes and
ori 196o campaign speeches. The real
criticism of Kennedy is that he con-

tinued the aggressive imperialist Eisen-

hower policy toward Cuba and
launched- the' infamous invasion that
his predecessor had prepared.

Two additional points of dissent con-
cern Williams' treatment of the Roose-

velt Administration and his discussion

of Karl Marxb concePt of class. Most
of the opening chapter's critical re-

view of U.S. poli"y towand Cuba from
1895 to 1959 is devoted to the Roose-

ueif Administration, with little mention
of its precursors and none of its suc-

ce ssors. It is certainly important to
correct the idealizatign of the Good
Neighbor policy, which did not touch
the Tundamentals of the U.S. economic
and political power structure in Latin
Ameiica, but- the change in methods
and tone ought not to be minimized
it made possible accommodation with
the rene*ed Mexican Revolution and

with President Cardenas' expropria'
tion of the U.S. oil companies. Io thc
case of Cuba, Sumner Welles' active

intervention in the early 'months of
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the Roosevelt Administration, which
brought the young Batista to thinly
concealcd power behind a Presidential
facade, was an atypical opening gam-
bit that was never repeatedl on the
other hand, there is evidence that
Batista's progressive phase, which
opened in 1938 and saw the adoption
of the r94o Constitution and important
social legislation, was at least partly
influenced by a Roosevel increasingly
concerned about hemispheric solidarity
against the fascist Axis.

In citing Marx to refute Draper Pro-
fescor Williams runs aground. He
writes: "Marx insisted that class was
defincd by reference to two other cri-
teria: (r) the ownership and control
of productive property, and (z) a con-
sciousness of class on the part of the
human beings involved." This second
criterion would convert class into a
subjective phenomenon and is alien to
everything Marx wrote.

V/hat Williams has in mind is in-
dicated in his very next sentence which
states that "Marx went on to point
out that men and women who belonged
to one class according to their posi
tion in the pa tern of propcrty rela-
tions could-and did-become mem-
bers of another class through their
conscious identification and action with
tha,t class." Professor Williams has con-
fused two difierent things. Marx and
Engels defined class as a product of
objec,tive economic relationships: spe-
6;fir_ally, ownership or non-ownership
of the means of produc ion. They alst
noted in thc Communist Manifesto
and elsewhere another distinct phe-
nomenon: certain mernbers of the rul-
ing classes, paiticularly intelleotuals,
changc sides in the class struggle and
join, politically and ideologically, the
militant workers' movement. This is

wha eventually happcned rvith Castro
and his colleagues. But such peoplc
are not funcrionally part of the work-
ing class unless they become wage
workers, in which case it is their
changed economic role that is the de-
terminant.

In a final chapter, "The Lessons
Waiting to Be Iramed".(ong of the
best in the book) Williams dums up
what the American peoplc ought to
learn about the Cuban and other con-
temporary revolutions and what they
should do about it. He reminds his
readers that "a revolution is not a

struggle for desirable but deferrable
fringe benefits," and urges e change
in U.S. policy toward Cuba through
direct discussions wi.th the Cuban gov-
ernmen as well as with the Soviet
Union. In a postscript written at the
height of last October's crisis Profes-
sor Williams repeats his appeal for
a new U.S. policy toward Cuba.

III

Among the questions posed by the
Cuban Revolution are two that could
not be adequately explored within the
scope of thesc two books: the role of
the Communists in the Cuban people's
struggle for national and social eman-
cipation, and the Revolution's implica-
tions for the rest of Latin America.

The Morray book performs the im-
portant servicc of setting straight the
recond of what the Communists did
after fan. r, 1959, but since it does
not deal with years before Batista's
downfall, a large gap remains. The rolc
of the Communists in the battle against
the Batista tyranny has been both
minimized and outrageously distorted.
Ev,en so responsible a journalist as
Herbert L. Matthews of. tbe Ncou Yor\
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Times, in his book, The Cuban Story,
repeats the canard that the Cuban
Communists supported the Batista dic-
tatorship and were in turn "spared."
Evidently when it comes to the Com-
munists, ,truth is no obstacle.

Writers free from ,the anti-Commu-
nist syndrome like C. Wright Mills
and independent Marxists like Huber-
rnan, Sweezy and Paul Baran have
also not thought it necessary to do any
serious research on the subject. They
give the impression that the Cuban
Communists did li tle during the
Ba,tista dictatorship except oppose Fidel
Castro until mid-r958 when they be-

latedly hitchhiked to the Revolution's
triumph. And these writers developed
the thtory of a socialist revolution and
a socialist society without Communists

-or at least, without too conspicuous
Communists.

This political amnesia has embraced
the earlier history of the Popular So-

cialist (Communist) Party as well. Yet
without some understanding that the
Cuban Communists were a lorce rn
Cuban political and trade union life
for more than 35 years, one cannot
properly assess what happened during
the anti-Batista struggle or the mean-
ing of certain maior events after the
Revolution's victory. Robert |. Alex-
ander's book, Comrnunism in Latin
America, can hardly be considered
biased in favor of the Cuban or any
other I"atin American Communists.
Ye,t it notes:

"Marinello [then president of he
PSP, now rector of the University of
Havana] told the author on Aug. rz,
rg47 that the Communists were prin-
cipally responsible for the fact that
the r94o Constitution was one of the
most advanced, in terms of labor and
social provisions, of any in the hemi'

sphere. There is no doubt they were
a powerful influence in this direc-
tion. . . ."

Alexander also writes: "The Com-
munists also enjoyed wide influence
not only in parliament and the govern-
ment, but among the masses as well.
The number of registered Communist
voters rose from gorooo in r94o to
r5o,ooo six years la,ter." And after the
cold-war purge of the trade union
movement and other anti-Communist
repressions, the weakened Communists,
running in r95o alone without their
former alliances, re-elected their nine
members in the lower house of Con-
gress, although losing three Senate
seats. Clearly the PSP was at the time
of Batista's coup perhaps the strongest,
most efiective Communist party in ,the

western hemisphere.
Moreover, the Communists must be

credited with a unique contribu ion
that has a direct bearing on events
after Batista's overthrow. The PSP was
thc only political organization that
,uas flo, corrupted, seduced or be-
mused by the massiue U.S. presence; it
alone strucft oilt oaer the years against
Yanftee imperialism and, stressed the
necd to free Cuba lrom the economic
domination ol U,S. big business and
the political interaention ol Washing-
ton. It is of course impossible to deter-
mine just how this long-term Corn-
munist program and policy ultimately
afiected he course of the Revolution,
yet one ought not to underestimate the
fact that it was the Communists who
disseminated among two generations
of Cubans some understanding of what
became the Revolu ion's chief task.

The role of the PSP under the
Batista dictatorship was not by any
means obscure. From the moment of
his seizure of power, it called for a
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u_nited struggle against him. Despite
the terror, the PSP managod to main-
tain relations with all anti-Barista
parties and groups, published its ille-
gal weekly, Carta Semanal, without
missing an issue, distributed large
quantities of other literature, organized
united front committees, wal active
in strikes that defied the reactionary
trade union leaders,* contributed not
only its share of martyr$ but also re-
cruited new members. The picture
is.hardly one of sideline passivity or
belated conversion to the Revolution.

The Communists early recognized
that Fidel Casrro's p.ogrrm of Tun{a-
mental social reform was somethins
new in Cuban political life and similai
to their own. Where they difiered was
on methods. The Communists criti-
cized the r953 Moncada assault as
putschist and later tried to dissuade
Fidel from undertaking the expedition
that landed on the driente coast irr
D-rcember 1956. Certainly the imme-
diate results of both these ventures
were disastrous and Castro himself
later intimated that with the experi-
ence he has since acquired, he wouldplan these operations difierentlv
(March 26, ry6) speech). The Corri-
munists were also critical of the Right-
wing forces (many of whom later"de-
fected) in the socially heterogeneous
z6th of ]uly Movemeni.

Despite these criticisms, the pSp
supported the Sierra Maestra operation
from the ou set in ofrcial statemints and
actions although at first it underesti-
mat6d its potentalities. Castro him-
self has testifie.d (Dec. r, 196r speech)
that "among the small periarrt, i" the
Sierra Maestra we enc6untered some

lfnt role of the Cuban wotking class in theanri-Batisa smggle . has "tr" tZ". --i.iil,ii]
unoerestlmted tn this country.

active members of the Popular Socialist
Farty." It is a r.rron"6l" deduction
that those Communist peasants did not
sit on their hands while Fidel,s men
were battling Batista's troops. The fact
is that among the Rebel A.my .om-
manders who came out of the Sierra
Maestra three were Communists.

One should also bear in mind that
the rz survivors of the Granma expe-
ditign.and- the peasant lads they re_
cruited did not make this Revolution
all. by _themselves. Many forces con_
tributed to their survival'and ultimate
victory, not the least of which were
the Communists. Their efiorts were
direc.tod toward developing a broad
united iiberation fronr that-would stir
a lsing _ 

crescendo of mass struggle,
culminating in a general ,trike "tiai
would topple the hated dictatorshio.
Yet it can be said that while ,o *rJhof the Communist criticism of the
z6th of July was true, rhe Dartv,s
policy and tactics suffered from 

" 
*rio.

defect later pointed out by BIas Rota,
rts general secretary (now one of the
leaders of the United party of the
Socialist. Revol_{ion). In his'report to
the Eighth 

-PSP Congress in August
196o he said that while the party "had

envisaged the possibility oi armed
struggles or an armed popular insur_
rectionr "over a long period we did not
take practical steps to promote these
prospects. The prospe-t that such
struggle.s, including the prolonged gen-
eral strike, would end 

^up 
in"gen?ral

armed .insurrertion, was Lnvisalged as
something. that could take placJ spon-
taneously."

Roca went on to state: ,,It is a his-
toric merir of Fidel Castro-although
at tha time he did not give enoulh
attention to other aspects 6f th. ,trr"*
gle-that -he prepared, organize'd,
trained and developed the fight-ing ele-
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ments needed to bcgin and carrY on
the armed struggle as the mcans of
over'throwing the tyranny and opell
ine the waylo the Cuban Rcvolution."

it *"t not fortuitous that of all
the pre-Batista political parties the

Communists doni survived after the
dictator's defeat. They survived not
onlv because of past merits, but because

onlv thev sharid with Fidel Castro

".r.i 
hir iolleagues the vision of a new

future for Cuba. It is therefore an

academic exercise to argue that if the
United States had not been hostile,
Castro would not have had to turn
to the Communists. Casrro's Program

-agrarian 
rclorm, economic independ'

cncr, srate guidancc ol the ccono,n)'

to wipe out uneffiPloyment and illitcr'
acy, iaise liuing standards, protnote in'
distrialization and diuersily agicul-
tarc*made ineuitable the turn to the
only or,ganized political -groap that
wholeheartedly supported this ptogram.
And the fact that the corruPt bour-
geois state, army and police had becn

shattered in the Process of deteattng
Batista hclped dear awaY manY bar-
riers. All ih"t ."r, plausibly be said

about the cflect of U.S. policy concerns
pace: had Washington offended less
'and compromised 

-more, social and
oolitical developments in Cuba would
^h"re b.er, less'rapid, but their direc-
tion would not have changed.

One of the new features of the Cuban
socialist revolution is 'that it was the
first in which Communists were not
the leading force. Yct it is also true
that it diE not and could not take
place until the leading force-the
Fidelistas-had embraced or werc in
process of embracing Marxism-Lrnin-
ism. In the epoch of the new revolu-
tionarv Cuba- both Communists and
Fidelistas undoukedlY had many

thinss to learn and a few to unlearn'
Th# eventual fusion in what is now
thc United Party of thc Socialist Revo-

lution involved not only an ideological
shift by the Fidelistas, but also changes
amonpr the Communists. One who
failed" to change or did not change
enoush. the Communist leader Anibal
Es.rl'rrri., had to be removed.* The
changes taking place appear to be away
from dogmat-iJ and scctarian habits,
toward closer identification with the
masses in'the process of leading them
and toward a rcnewal of Marxist hu-
manism. And cross-fertilization be-

tween "old" and "new" Communists
is undoubtedly producing a new posi-

tive synthesis.

IV

What is the meaning of the Cuban
Revolution for the rest of Latin
Americal Much could be written about
this, but there is space only for brief
summary. First, Cuba has posed a

new altirnative for the impoverished
masses: revolutionary struggle for na-

tional and social liberation as against
the Alliance for Progress anti-revolu-
tionary program designed to reinforce
the foreign and domestic causes of
mass misery while providing limitod
symptomatic relief of pain. This does

.io. L."r, that the Cuban Revolution
is a formula to be carbon coPied in
every Latin American countrY, but
Cuba has proved in practice what pre-

viously existed only in theory: that
revolutionary anti-feudal and anti-
imperialist struggle can enable the

i-It T or mote than academic intermt that in
his 

-report to the Eighth ConBress, -Bla-ss Roca
had wrued the party egainst precrsely thc lilnd
of bureaucraric sCctarianism and distrust of thmc
ilcutside the family" that Escalente converted
into an eleborate system.
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Latin American peoples to become
masters of their own future. Second,
Cuba has shattered the myth of "geo-
graphic destiny," that is, the inevitabil-
ity of U.S. control, and replaced it
with the strategy of collaboration with
the socialist world to achieve the revo-
lution's objectives. Cuba has provided
evidence that revolution in even the
smallest and most unfavorably situated
countries can, with the help of the lands
of socialism survive. Third, Cuba, has
opened a new stage of the Latin
American Revolution, in which the
leading role is no longer tha of the
national bourgeoisie, as it was in
Mexico, but of the workers, peasants
and revolutionary intellectuals. Fourth,
the Cuban experience emphrsizes the

. importance of tapping the revolutionary
potentialities of the peasantry, which
in the past have been underestimated
by the Left in most Latin American
ccuntries. Fifth, Cuba demonstrates
that many diverse forces, includinu
that section of the bourgeoisie that is
being stifled by the U.S. monopolies,
need to be involved in the revolution-
ary effort, although not all of them
will persist to the end.

Sixth, Cuba has shown that the com-
plete fulfilment of the revolution's pro-
gram will require that every Latin
American country sooner or later take
the socialist path. To say this is quite
difierent from insisting, ai did Monthly
Reuietu (March, 1963) that "the only

possible revolution in Latin America
today is a socialist revolution." The
Cuban experience proves otherwise, an
immediate socialist revolution is also
not part of the program, strategy and
tactics of the revolutionary movements
in such countries as Venezuela, Chile,
Brazil and Mexico where the imme-
diate goals are democratic, anti-feudal
and anti-imperialist.

Seventh, the Cuban Revolution
demonstrates the importance after the
first triumph of laying rough hands
on the old comprador bourgeois state,
its armed forces and police if the revo-
lution is to survive and advance.
Eighth, the Cuban Revolution has
pointed up the indispensable value of
Communist participation in the revolu-
tionary front, regardless of the party's
relative strength. Ninth, the Cuban
Revolution has aflorded the opportun-
ity for showing that there is no con-
fllct between national or proletarian
revolution and the struggle for peace.
On the contrary, in last October's
crisis the Soviet Union saved world
peace and provided new safeguards
for revolutionary Cuba.

Finally, the Cuban Revolurion, hav-
ing breached the stronghold of im-
perialism and established a socialist
enclave thousands of miles from anv
other socialist country, demonstratei
the universality of the movement of
mankind from capitalism and colonial-
ism to socialism.
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